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Elementary Option A 

 
Live-In Elementary School Elementary Option A Thoughts/Observations 

A T Allen ES 
Option A for the elementary school seems to create a larger volume/populations 
being sent to bethel and minimizes this for A.T.Allen. 

A T Allen ES It keeps me within the same elementary school. 

Cox Mill ES Will be better option considering all the facts 

Cox Mill ES We prefer to keep our neighborhoods together 

Cox Mill ES We oppose option A. 

Cox Mill ES We are unhappy with this option. 

Cox Mill ES 

Vehemently oppose.  Option a would mean there would be no access to the top 
school in the county for those unable to purchase a $250-800k home.  It excludes 
the only rental option within the district.  Socioeconomic diversity is a criteria but 
seems to be completely overlooked. 

Cox Mill ES 

this the best middle of the road option for the number of children effected at Cox 
Mill Elementary. It keeps the neighborhoods together while impacting the traffic 
at Poplar Tent intersection likely the least. It allows for a little more room as the 
other neighborhoods continue to be built and those children begin attending. 

Cox Mill ES 
This splits the community and creates more traffic issues at the intersection of 
Poplar Tent Road and Harris Road. 

Cox Mill ES 
This plan impacts too many students and does not plan well for future growth.  
Skybrook is an established/mature neighborhood where enrollment is more 
predictable and will most likely decline over time. 

Cox Mill ES 
This option removes Skybrook from Cox Mill and has more of an impact on 
student transitions that Option C. 

Cox Mill ES This option does not work due to traffic, student population and future growth 

Cox Mill ES This moves skybrook away from Cox Mill Elementary 

Cox Mill ES This is not an option. 

Cox Mill ES This is a poor option as over capacity will remain an issue 

Cox Mill ES This does not provide munch relief to an already overcrowded school. 

Cox Mill ES 

The Twin Creek and Misty Woods neighborhoods have around 12 children that 
are spread out through Cox Mill Elementary, Harris Road Middle and Cox Mill 
High. Both are older neighborhoods. They are the only neighborhoods that are 
effected by the zoning on Derita Rd. These developments have not and will not 
be the cause of overcrowding. Last time we were involved in zoning changes we  
only had 19 children. Both developments were allowed to stay within the district 
and should be allowed now. These are my thoughts on all options that I oppose. 

Cox Mill ES 
Support the option A because it is close to Cox Mill Elementary School and is 0.3 
mile away.Continues with current plan. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Strongly Oppose.  Skybrook (PB 70-71) is a mature and established neighborhood 
with no new Cabarrus County construction.  This will lead to a decrease in the 
number of students over the few years at Cox Mill Elem School.  Alan Mills (PB 
10) on the other hand, is a brand new subdivision that will have over 400 houses 
in it when complete.  This will continue to add to the number of student over the 
next several years at Cox Mill Elem School.  The PB 10 is currently only showing 5 
students on the map, but that is grossly inaccurate with 400 plus homes being 
built in there. 

Cox Mill ES Strongly oppose. 

Cox Mill ES 

Strongly oppose this option as it does not alleviate the overcapacity issue that will 
continue at CMES due to growing development of neighborhoods currently 
slated. It will also further segment the Skybrook neighborhood as many of the 
children in this neighborhood will continue attending CMES regardless of what 
option is chosen due to Mandarin program. 

Cox Mill ES 
Strongly oppose as this would result in Skybrook children being moved out of 
CMES. 

Cox Mill ES Strongly oppose 

Cox Mill ES Strongly oppose 

Cox Mill ES 

Strongly disapprove.  Skybrook has a long history of supporting Cox Mill and 
continues to do so.  The community is substantially built out with a relatively 
minimal enrollment so moving Skybrook out of the district will have a negligible 
impact on potential over crowding, not to mention be incredibly disruptive to 
children who are currently attending, with no real tangible benefit. 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook was an original founder of CMES, Winding Walk was not. 

Cox Mill ES 

Should not happen. The remaining children in Skybrook will grow out of our 
school in the next few years. The neighborhood is maturing and our children 
should be allowed to finish up at their school. As we age out of the school, the 
numbers will become more manageable over time. 

Cox Mill ES Poplar Tent is the natural feeder to Odell 

Cox Mill ES 
Poor option as overcrowding will continue to be an issue with new growing 
neighborhoods slated for Cox Mill 

Cox Mill ES 
Poor option as overcrowding will continue to be an issue due to new 
neighborhoods. 

Cox Mill ES Poor option as it does not adequately address overcapacity issue at Cox Mill. 

Cox Mill ES Poor option as it does not address increasing enrollment 

Cox Mill ES Please reference all the reasons we have submitted previously 

Cox Mill ES 
PB72 and PB77 continue to go to Cox Mill ES and both Cox Mill ES and W. R. 
Odell ES remain under 100% capacity. 

Cox Mill ES Overcapacity will continue to be an issue at CMES under Option A. 

Cox Mill ES 
Overcapacity at Cox Mill Elementary will continue to be an issue under Option 
A. 

Cox Mill ES Options B and C best meet the CCS stated criteria for the long-term. 
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Cox Mill ES 
Option A uses natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary school district. No 
neighborhoods become isolated. All schools remain under capacity. 

Cox Mill ES 

option A seems to meet the majority of the criteria listed compared to options B 
&amp; C. By using Harris road as the district line you are creating contiguous 
zones keeping skybrook neighborhood as a single unit with all students attending 
odell elementary school. Currently the front portion of skybrook off of Harris 
road is the only portion currently attending cox mill elementary while the 
remainder of the neighborhood attends odell. Harris road divides children living 
in skybrook from all the other neighborhoods that are districted currently for cox 
mill isolating the children living in the front half of skybrook 
neighborhood.Option A also makes the most since logistically and for bussing 
efficiency. Option A is the neighborhood furthest from cox mill elementary school 
and busses transporting from this region would have to pass by both 
neighborhoods in option B and C to reach cox mill elementary school whereas if 
attending odell elementary they would travel just 3 miles straight on Harris 
rd.option A also keeps cox mill elementary at 97% utilization. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A seems to make the most geographic sense, it removes those houses 
furthest from Cox Mill, doesn't break up any existing neighborhoods and allows 
the new housing developments access to the school closest to them. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A seems to be the most universal and effective option at meeting all the 
realignment criteria.  It uses the best natural boundaries for Cox Mill area (Harris 
Rd., Poplar Tent Rd., Derita Rd, and Meck County Line), keeps neighborhoods 
and adjacent areas together, supports effective traffic flow, and keeps schools in 
this area below 100% capacity. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A seems to be the most universal and effective option at meeting all the 
realignment criteria.  It uses the best natural boundaries for Cox Mill area (Harris 
Rd., Poplar Tent Rd., Derita Rd, and Meck County Line), keeps neighborhoods 
and adjacent areas together, supports effective traffic flow, and keeps schools in 
this area below 100% capacity. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A poses enrollment concerns both short and especially long term for Cox 
Mill Elementary which the data is not accurately reflecting 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A moves our elementary students away from the school they are used to, 
and between Twin Creeks and Misty Wood neighborhoods, I would guess there 
are less than a dozen elementary school kids in total. It would be very 
detrimental to move the students to a new school vs the insignificant benefit of 
only reducing Cox Mill student population by what is very likely single digits. 
The section between Rocky River and Poplar Tent could easily be scoped into the 
Cox Mill district rather than sending them to the other side of the interstate. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A meets most of the realignment criteria and is the best option.1- creating 
contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in option A currently 
attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the neighborhood attends 
cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire neighborhood would be 
attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- using major roads as 
boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent (both minor arterial 
roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and major intersections 
traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell elementary school making 
one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to Odell while passing through 
only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize bussing efficiencies: option A is the most 
efficient in regards to bussing to Odell elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles 
from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from 
cox mill elementary school where it is currently districted. Option A reduces 
travel on multiple heavily trafficked roadways and intersections since it is 
essentially straight down  Harris rd in comparison to its current school where 
there are 2 major roads and subsequent intersections (Harris/poplar tent and 
poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. In addition, busses from Odell are 
already circulating through the neighborhood option A is located in transporting 
children in that neighborhood whom are currently districted for Odell. Allen 
Mills is only 0.3 miles from Cox Mill; students may be able to walk to school once 
the greenway or sidewalk between the neighborhood and school is built.4- close 
proximity: Option A is closer in proximity to both Odell schools than option B or 
C and is furthest away from its currently districted school (cox mill elementary). 
Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from Odell 
compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A makes the most sense because it cuts out the neighborhood furthest 
from the school. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A is viable option realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria.Using Major roads as boundaries Maximize Bussing EfficiencyClose 
Proximity 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A is the logical choice since it follows the roads and the Meck County 
boundary. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A is no option for my family.  Started in Cox Mill and prefer to finish 
there. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several, if not all, of the 
realignment criteria.1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood 
included in option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 
25% of the neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the 
entire neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the 
neighborhood.2- using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and 
poplar tent (both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of 
roadways and major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to 
Odell elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them 
directly to Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize 
bussing efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several realignment 
criteria as described below:(1) Creating Contiguous Zones: 75% of the 
neighborhood included in option A currently attends Odell elementary school 
while the front 25% of the neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting 
option A the entire neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying 
the neighborhood.(2) Using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris 
road and poplar tent (both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the 
amount of roadways and major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the 
easiest route to Odell elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which 
takes them directly to Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. (3) 
Maximize transportation efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to 
travel to Odell elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 
3.3 miles from W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school 
where it is currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily 
trafficked roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris 
rd in comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and 
subsequent intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) 
traveled through. In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through 
the neighborhood option A is located in transporting children in that 
neighborhood whom are currently districted for Odell. (4) Close proximity: 
Option A is closer in proximity to both Odell schools than option B or C and is 
furthest away from its currently districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A 
is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 
miles from cox mill elementary school. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several realignment 
criteria as below:1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included 
in option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school 

Cox Mill ES 

option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the 
realignmentOption A is closer in proximity to both Odell schools than option B or 
C and is furthest away from its currently districted school (cox mill elementary). 
Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from Odell 
compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school. #10- oppose option C 

Cox Mill ES 

option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria.using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar 
tent (both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways 
and major intersections traveled.  Option A close proximity: Option A is closer in 
proximity to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its 
currently districted school (cox mill elementary)creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria.1- Creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in 
option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends Cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
Using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled. Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection.3- Maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell.4- Close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school. 

Cox Mill ES 

option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. Option A is using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road 
and poplar tent (both minor arterial roads) as boundaries.  Option A creates the 
easiest route to Odell elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which 
takes them directly to Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 
Bussing efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located close to Odell primary and W.R. Odell where as 
it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is currently districted. 
Option A reduces travel on multiple heavy traffic roadways and intersections 
since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in comparison to its current school 
where there are 2 major roads and subsequent intersections (Harris/poplar tent 
and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. In addition, busses from Odell are 
already circulating through the neighborhood option A is located in transporting 
children in that neighborhood whom are currently districted for Odell. Close 
proximity: Option A is closer in proximity to both Odell schools than option B or 
C and is furthest away from its currently districted school (cox mill elementary). 
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Cox Mill ES 

option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in 
option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- Creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in 
option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends Cox Mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
Using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris Road and Poplar Tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- Maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- Close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school. 
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Cox Mill ES 

option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in 
option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in 
option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school. 
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Cox Mill ES 

option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in 
option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school. 
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Cox Mill ES 

option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in 
option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school 
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Cox Mill ES 
Option A imposes significant capacity issues for Cox Mill especially as time 
progresses 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A has natural barriers.  It clearly has everything above Harris rd going to 
Odell, which geographically makes sense.  It does not dice up or skip 
neighborhoods.  It's clean. 
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Option A doesn&#39;t address the committee&#39;s desire to have a longer term 
approach to capacity specifically as it relates to Cox Mill ES.  As previously 
indicated, Planning Block 10 is significantly understated as there is a new 
community developing with approximately 500 homes that will likely have 150-
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
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Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%) 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
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All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
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All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
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All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
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isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
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isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%) 
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All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
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isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary school remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
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natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does the best job at s atisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES Option A does not alleviate the overcrowding issue at CMES. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A does not adequately address the continued growth that will cause Cox 
Mill Elementary to resume being overcapacity in very short order. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A does not address the overpopulation issue at CMES that will continue 
should this option be chosen 

Cox Mill ES Option A does not address overcapacity 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A does an excellent  job in satisfying the proposed criteria for 
realignment. It uses natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district such 
as Harris Road, Poplar Tent Road, Derita Road, and the Mecklenburg County 
line. Neighborhoods are not split up into multiple elementary schools. All of the 
area elementary schools remain under-capacity, e.g Cox Mill= 96%, Odel= 98%, 
and Furr 90%. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option A covers most of the communities with close proximity and will reduce 
huge traffic in popular tent road during school hours. 

Cox Mill ES Opposed. Skybrook helped build Cox Mill. 

Cox Mill ES 

Opposed to it.  Skybrook is one of the original communities that started Cox Mill 
Elementary and we have invested blood, sweat, tears, and money into this school 
via various programs to include PTA, and other programs.  Our children know 
and love this school and don&#39;t want to be told that they can&#39;t go there 
anymore.  Please consider keeping Skybrook in Cos Mill Elementary. 

Cox Mill ES Opposed 

Cox Mill ES Opposed 

Cox Mill ES 
Oppose. This option introduces at least 2 busy roads into the equation for student 
buses. It will also not relieve overcrowding at CMES. 

Cox Mill ES Oppose. It removes skybrook 

Cox Mill ES 
OPPOSE. Cox Mill Elementary school is a fantastic school. My kids love 
attending and this plan takes them out of the school that they love. 

Cox Mill ES Oppose. 

Cox Mill ES Oppose! 

Cox Mill ES 
Oppose - It doesn&#39;t take high growth, new construction within the Cox Mill 
district 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 
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Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES Not in favor.  We need to stay with Cox Mill Elem. 

Cox Mill ES Not geographical sound; inefficient bus routes; disrupts continuity. 

Cox Mill ES not diverse enough 

Cox Mill ES NOT an option 

Cox Mill ES No, oppose. 

Cox Mill ES 
no way for Cox Mill Elementary. This option would put our neighborhood on an 
island and create a traffic nightmare. Not to mention it would isolate our kids 
from any friends as the closest odell neighborhoods would be miles away. 

Cox Mill ES No Way 

Cox Mill ES No 

Cox Mill ES No 

Cox Mill ES No 

Cox Mill ES No 

Cox Mill ES 
My girls went to Cox mill and would like our neighbors to have the opportunity 
to send their kids to a great school. Option A puts at risk the opportunity for our 
neighborhood kids to go to Cox mill. 

Cox Mill ES 
My feeling is Students who currently attend Cox Mill ES or High School should 
be able to complete their studies at Cox Mill.  Students moving into the area 
should be redistricted as necessary. 

Cox Mill ES 
Look at your criteria, other options have to be available including renovating and 
adding onto Cox Mill Elementary 

Cox Mill ES Keep Option A 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 
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Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES Its a good option as it will be more of community based. 

Cox Mill ES 

It uses natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar 
Tent Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood 
becomes isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary 
schools. This proves to be the best and practical option. 

Cox Mill ES 
It seems the most logical as there is a natural divide to attend Odell (Eastfield 
Road/ Harris Road). 

Cox Mill ES 

It is viable option for realignment as it meets several criteria1) close proximity 
&lt; 0.3miles from the AllenMills community to CMES2) maximizes bussing 
efficiency. 3) reduces the traffic congestion on PoplarTent road4) Avoids 
pollution and 5) saves fuel, resource , equipment and infrastructure costs to the 
county6) the Coxmill utilization rates would be normal at 95% levels 

Cox Mill ES It is not a popular option and should not be on the table. 
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Cox Mill ES 

It is a good option and keeps the existing boundaries except for Eastfield 
Road.Eastfield Road is close to W R Odell Elementary School and moving those 
communities there has no issues.They are close (1 mile) and already the road is in 
W R Odell School zone.Transportation and Travel time will not be affected. 

Cox Mill ES 
It eliminates Skybrook from attending Cox Mill  which creates several concerns 
that are mutlifactorial as listed below. 

Cox Mill ES 
Ideal for us and Allen Mills is 0.35 mile from Cox Mill ES.Transportation is easy 
and there is no extra transport for School District. 

Cox Mill ES Iam not in favor of  option A. 

Cox Mill ES 
I think option A makes the most sense, using clear geographical dividing lines, 
not splitting a single neighborhood between two schools, and removing the 
neighborhoods farthest from Cox Mill from its district in favor of Odell. 

Cox Mill ES 
I think Option A makes the most sense using major roads (Harris Road) as a 
natural boundary. It keeps our whole neighborhood intact and doesn&#39;t 
make us an island surrounded by farmland. 

Cox Mill ES 

I think Option A is the best choice for realignment in our section of Cabarrus 
County.  It uses natural boundaries (Harris Road) and it doesn&#39;t split up any 
neighborhoods.  Also from what I understand, this plan keeps all of the 
neighborhood schools under capacity. 

Cox Mill ES I oppose this option as it removes Skybrook from Cox Mill. 

Cox Mill ES 
I feel that option A makes the most sense geographically, keeping Allen Mills, a 
community close to Cox Mill with that school, as opposed to keeping Skybrook 
with Cox Mill, when they are much closer to Odell. 

Cox Mill ES I do not support this option as it removes Skybrook from the Cox Mil ES zone. 

Cox Mill ES 

I do not support Elementary Option A, which would change our elementary 
school zoning from Cox Mill Elementary School to Odell Primary/Odell 
Elementary. I prefer for Skybrook to remain zoned to Cox Mill Elementary 
School. We are an established neighborhood and have been involved at Cox Mill 
from the day the school opened. There are no new homes being built in our 
neighborhood and enrollment in elementary school will decline over time as the 
children age out of the elementary school years. Therefore, our neighborhood will 
reduce overcrowding issues over time. 

Cox Mill ES I do not like it. IT excludes us from our home school that we are invested in. 

Cox Mill ES I am opposed 

Cox Mill ES 
I am not in favor of ES Option A, there are so few homes between Twin Creeks 
and Misty Woods, probably less than 5 that are Elementary age. It would be 
much easier for us to stay at Cox Mill Elementary, and extremely preferred. 

Cox Mill ES I am against Option A 

Cox Mill ES 

I agree with Option A because it uses major roads as boundaries. Under this plan 
Harris Road and Popular Tent would be used as boundaries and would create an 
easier traffic pattern to Odell ES as opposed to Option B and C.This plan also 
does not create an over utilization issue at Cox Mill ES. 

Cox Mill ES Good 
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Cox Mill ES 

Fits the committee&#39;s criteria for using natural boundaries, geography, 
contiguous zones, keeping neighborhoods closest at CMES, and bussing.  I hope 
that any incoming 2nd Graders realigned to O&#39;dell ES would be 
grandfathered at CMES until 3rd grade, to prevent them from attending three 
schools in 3 years (CMES, Odell K-2, Odell 3-5). 

Cox Mill ES 
Estimated impact after Madarin kids removed is roughly 75 kids, making it a 
non-factor 

Cox Mill ES Enrollment will continue to be an issue with this option 

Cox Mill ES 
Enrollment will continue to be an issue that will need to be addressed in very 
short order under Option A 

Cox Mill ES Eliminates CMES core neighborhoods 

Cox Mill ES Doesn't provide long term relief for cox mill 

Cox Mill ES Doesn't provide enough relief 

Cox Mill ES Doesn't provide enough relief 

Cox Mill ES does not resolve capacity issues at cmes &amp; odell 

Cox Mill ES Does not include Skybrook 

Cox Mill ES 
Does not eliminate enrollment issue and will only add to problem as time 
progresses 

Cox Mill ES Does not adequately address over crowding at Cox Mill 

Cox Mill ES 
Do not like that my small subdivision which has been there since 99 is being 
moved out of Cox Mill ES. 

Cox Mill ES do not like option A. 

Cox Mill ES Division of too many like students 

Cox Mill ES Cox Mill is an excellent school and one of the best in the county. 

Cox Mill ES completely opposed, for all the reasons that have been previously submitted 

Cox Mill ES Close proximity 

Cox Mill ES Brutal traffic 

Cox Mill ES Best option 

Cox Mill ES Approve it as doesn&#39;t change the current school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve it and there is no change in School Zone. 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Allen Mills community is less than .3 miles to the Cox Mill Elementary School. 

Cox Mill ES 
1. Close proximity.2. Avoid traffic going to Odell and it saves time &amp; money 
for everyone. 
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Cox Mill ES 

1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in option A 
currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire 
neighborhood would be attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- 
using major roads as boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent 
(both minor arterial roads) as boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and 
major intersections traveled.  Option A creates the easiest route to Odell 
elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd which takes them directly to 
Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- maximize bussing 
efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to Odell 
elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked 
roadways and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in 
comparison to its current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent 
intersections (Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. 
In addition, busses from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood 
option A is located in transporting children in that neighborhood whom are 
currently districted for Odell. 4- close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity 
to both Odell schools than option B or C and is furthest away from its currently 
districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell 
primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary 
school. 

Cox Mill ES 

. Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

. Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses 
natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes 
isolated from those around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. 
All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this option (CME 
96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Cox Mill ES 

- option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in 
option A currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the 
neighborhood att 

Eszone ESoptAtho 

Harrisburg ES Oppose 

Harrisburg ES 
It&#39;s workable, but not the best.  I think Option B is the best, and Option A is 
second best. 
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Harrisburg ES 

I live 8/10 of a mile from HES and I can&#39;t see any justification to move my 
child to a school 3-5 miles away.  I live in the Harrisburg city limits, therefore feel 
I should be sending my child to schools within the city limits.  In the public 
meeting about realignment, imbalance was mentioned as a reason.  It makes 
sense to me to fix underlying problems such as poor performing schools and 
making children go to the school they are assigned versus skipping into other 
areas.Thank you 

Out of District Current Cox Mill Students should remain at that school. 

Patriots ES 

Option A does not correlate to our criteria noted in the meeting on Aug 27. Our 
house is closer proximity (1.2 miles) from HRE and this option has us attending 
Bethel Elementary (11 miles). The transportation is also an issue, being that Bethel 
has us crossing several stoplights and crossing over major highways such as 
24/27. HRE is 1 stop sign away. In addition to the demographics the feeder 
patterns are also of concern. We do not live in a neighborhood and with option A 
we would be among a small group of children (~51) that would go to the same 
Elementary middle and high school putting a strain on lasting friendships. 

Patriots ES 

Option A does not correlate to our criteria noted in the meeting on Aug 27. Our 
house is closer proximity (1.2 miles) from HRE and this option has us attending 
Bethel Elementary (11 miles). The transportation is also an issue, being that Bethel 
has us crossing several stoplights and crossing over major highways such as 
24/27. HRE is 1 stop sign away. In addition to the demographics the feeder 
patterns are also of concern. We do not live in a neighborhood and with option A 
we would be among a small group of children (~51) that would go to the same 
Elementary middle and high school putting a strain on lasting friendships. 

Patriots ES None 

Patriots ES little thought put into this plan.....not good 

Patriots ES 

It does not seem to make sense to take only 7 children and move them from PES 
to HES. HES is not easily accessibly from River Hills Estates. Shamrock Road is a 
dead end which may not be recognized on your city map. The DOT closed 
several railroad crossings years ago and that road was one of them.I live on that 
road. A bus would have to travel down Pharr Mill, rocky river and Stallings to 
get to our 7 children and there would no other children to connect them to on the 
bus. All the other children being passed by would be going to PES and being 
picked up by a PES bus. 

Patriots ES 

-Is NOT meeting close proximity criteria for PB 168 (3rd farthest elem school and 
must cross county lines to take fastest route)-Would NOT maximize efficient 
transportation/busing/parent commute criteria (sends us opposite direction of 
most morning commut 

Patriots ES Indifferent 

Patriots ES 
I don&#39;t think it gets enough students out of the school to accommodate 
future growth. It is currently adding 100 students a year and The Mills still has a 
lot more houses to build. 
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Patriots ES 

HES is an excellent school, however, I&#39;m concerned about bus travel. 
Shamrock does not connect to Hwy 49 any longer. A Patriot&#39;s bus would 
travel right past my neighborhood to pick up 1 student. HES would need to 
travel in a large circle either down Hwy 49 or Stallings to Rocky River. Our 
neighborhood has a small amount of children, and our homes are rarely for sale. 
There isn&#39;t a large chance of our estimated 7 children to turn into 20+ in the 
near future. 

Patriots ES 
Due to the criteria listed (transportation, demographics, clear feeder patterns this 
option fits into those categories the LEAST of all of the options. 

Pitts School Road ES 
We will have a child beginning kindergarten this year at Pitts School Rd. so for 
obvious reasons, we prefer to keep him at Pitts School Rd. for the duration of his 
elementary years. 

Pitts School Road ES 

We love Pitts but we also know that Harrisburg Elementary is a great school - we 
live in Harrisburg so it makes more sent to attend Harrisburg ES.  To me, there is 
no reason to get upset over elementary schools - they are very much the same and 
the age of these kids is such that they will bounce back EASILY.  High school is a 
MUCH bigger concern. 

Pitts School Road ES Same school, we love it 

Pitts School Road ES Prefer my children stay in their same schools 

Pitts School Road ES Positive 

Pitts School Road ES No thoughts 

Pitts School Road ES It's ok. 

Pitts School Road ES I am neutral on Elementary options as I no longer have elementary age children. 

Pitts School Road ES Highly preferred 

Pitts School Road ES Happy about staying at Pitts School Rd 

Pitts School Road ES Good as it keeps our kids in Harrisburg for school 

Pitts School Road ES Approve Option A for Elementary 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE 

Pitts School Road ES Approve 

Pitts School Road ES approve 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE 

W R Odell ES 
Why separate our neighborhood from other close surrounding neighborhoods 
schools. Not fair the neighborhood across the street from us gets to stay and we 
have to be shuttled further away. 

W R Odell ES 
When i bought this house it was based on tbe schools.  Dont particularly find it 
fair for my family to have to leave our home schools. 

W R Odell ES We oppose sending the children of the Farm to NW Cabarrus MS 

W R Odell ES We love this school 

W R Odell ES 
We love Odell - it is getting too big but that is going to be true of any other school 
with the rate of growth our side of the county has had. 

W R Odell ES 
We do not currently use our local elementary school but have heard that it is 
fantastic. 
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W R Odell ES We are not impacted since it stays the same. 

W R Odell ES Thrilled with Odell Elementary. Glad we can keep a solid school! 

W R Odell ES This option does nothing for capacity issues, it only impacts 75 kids 

W R Odell ES this is the same as what we are zoned for now so I approve of this option 

W R Odell ES 
This is the main reason I purchased a home in Waterford Hall.  I wanted my 
children to be able to attend the same school(s) and would like to keep it this 
way. 

W R Odell ES 
This doesn&#39;t apply to our kids, but since WR Odell is so close, I would 
assume our neighborhood should stay at that school. 

W R Odell ES This does fix capacity concerns 

W R Odell ES 
They are still staying at WR Odell elementary which is great because of location, 
friends and staff. 

W R Odell ES 
The option is not viable. Distance and speaking frankly the path of the transition 
to hs is not an acceptable location. Dated school as it relates to today tech and far 
too many learning trailers. 

W R Odell ES 
The only opposition I have is that scenario A has the kids going to NW Cabarrus 
instead of Harris Road Middle School. I am very against this. 

W R Odell ES 
The only opposition I have is that scenario A has the kids going to NW Cabarrus 
instead of Harris Road Middle School. I am very against this. 

W R Odell ES 
The inclusion of PB 69, 70, and 71 into WR Odell seems awkward, but otherwise 
OK. 

W R Odell ES The farm at the riverpointe 

W R Odell ES 
The Cox Mill zone seems really small and why not put blocks 69, 70, and 71 int o 
Cox Mill 

W R Odell ES Terrible idea!!! We ONLY want the HRMS options!!! 

W R Odell ES 
Schools w/in Option A is one reason we relocated and invested into this area. 
Close proximity to all the schools in Option A is another reason. 

W R Odell ES 
Option A will keep us where we are now. We chose this neighborhood for the 
schools that are assigned to it. 

W R Odell ES Option A looks acceptable 

W R Odell ES Option A looks acceptable 

W R Odell ES 
Option A is what our family and all of the families that currently live in 
Waterford prefer!  The schools that were already in place is why a lot of us have 
moved into this community! 

W R Odell ES Option a is fair. 

W R Odell ES Opposed, since we are right down the street from Odell. 

W R Odell ES 
OPPOSED!  We are not pleased with this rezoning, once again.  This will be the 
3rd time my child will be reasoned! 

W R Odell ES not practical 

W R Odell ES No to plan A!!!!! 

W R Odell ES No Change to us 

W R Odell ES Medium level impact from utilization percent. 

W R Odell ES makes sense 

W R Odell ES looks good 
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W R Odell ES 
It&#39;s the closest school to our neighborhood and many children are already 
comfortable with attending the school with their friends. 

W R Odell ES It is good 

W R Odell ES It is good 

W R Odell ES It is close and a good school. 

W R Odell ES Indifferent 

W R Odell ES In favor 

W R Odell ES I would like the school zoning to remain within option A. 

W R Odell ES 
I vote for Option A.   I bought my home for the very reason of my child  
attending Cox Mill high school 

W R Odell ES 
I think the elementary options do a fairly good job of minimizing impact and 
keeping things consistent. 

W R Odell ES 

I think its a waste of tax payers dollars to spend that much more in resources to 
bus students to and from our neighboorhood to NorthWest Cabarrus middle 
school. We are 4.7 miles from Harris Road and 8.7 miles from NorthWest 
Cabarrus. Lets be honest new schools need to be built to accomdate our 
population growth. 

W R Odell ES 
I think it is fantastic and makes sense based on transportation, location in relation 
to our neighborhood, attending school with children local to my own, etc. 

W R Odell ES I oppose all plans for option A. 

W R Odell ES I like that we are staying with the school closest to our neighborhood. 

W R Odell ES I like that they stay at Odell. It is the closest elementary school to us. 

W R Odell ES I like option A. We chose the neighborhood to stay at Odell and Cox Mill 

W R Odell ES I know many of the teachers at Odell and we prefer for our children to go here. 

W R Odell ES 
i have no elementary school age children anymore, but children that live in our 
neighborhood should remain in the odell district. 

W R Odell ES I am OK with this option. 

W R Odell ES Great. Preferred 

W R Odell ES Fine 

W R Odell ES 
Bus Timings are too early for kids 6:45 is the time. Too long hours for primary 
kids. 

W R Odell ES Approve of/prefer Option A. 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES All plan A should be out! 

W R Odell ES Agree 

Weddington Hills ES Northwest Cabarrus is horrible school. We don't want it. 
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Live-In Elementary 

School 
Elementary Option B Thoughts/Observations 

A T Allen ES It keeps me in my current Elementary school and impacts the least amount of students. 

A T Allen ES 
option B seems to keep the maps the same, does not appear to be a large redistrict of 
students, neighborhoods etc. 

Cox Mill ES 
1. Close proximity.2. Avoid traffic going to Odell and it saves time &amp; money for 
everyone. 

Cox Mill ES 

6. Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 

Cox Mill ES Addresses enrollment concerns as currently presented 

Cox Mill ES Again, look at your own criteria 

Cox Mill ES Agree as it keeps Allen Mills with Cox Mill ES and community is 0.35 mile from it. 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 
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Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve it and there is no change in School Zone. 

Cox Mill ES Approve it as doesn&#39;t change the current school zone 

Cox Mill ES 
Approve. This relieves some of the overcrowding at CMES. The number of students in 
Skybrook cannot compare to Winding Walk and/or Allen Mills. 

Cox Mill ES Based on present data, Option B better addresses capacity issues 

Cox Mill ES Better option as it addresses capacity issue at Cox Mill. 

Cox Mill ES Better option as it addresses enrollment concerns 

Cox Mill ES Better option for enrollment 

Cox Mill ES Better option to address enrollment concerns 

Cox Mill ES 
Better than A because we are still included. We prefer to keep our friends in Winding 
Walk with us as they are heavily invested as well. 

Cox Mill ES Dividing Winding Walk doesn't seem logical 

Cox Mill ES 
Do not like that my small subdivision which has been there since 99 is being moved out 
of Cox Mill ES. 

Cox Mill ES 

Does not fit committee&#39;s criteria regarding geography, contiguous zones, or 
bussing (keeps PB 69/70/71 at CMES, but moves PB 77 to O&#39;dell which is closer to 
CMES than the previously mentioned Planning Blocks). Also, PB 77 divides Winding 
Walk neighborhood, sending some to Odell, and the other portion of its community 
and all surrounding neighborhoods to CMES.  This creates an island of students in PB 
77.  All of PB 77 should stay at CMES. It also doesn&#39;t make sense for PB 76 to be 
re-routed to CMES after having just been zoned out of CMES a few years ago (not 
minimizing impact of change) 

Cox Mill ES does not resolve capacity issues at cmes &amp; odell 

Cox Mill ES 
Estimated impact is 200 kids, providing the relief that is needed and brings Odell to 
target 

Cox Mill ES Fine 

Cox Mill ES Good 

Cox Mill ES 
I am OPPOSED to option B. I don&#39;t see the value in dividing a neighborhood 
between two schools when another neighborhood which is farther away from Cox Mill 
remains in the district. 

Cox Mill ES I ddon't not like my neighborhood split up. 

Cox Mill ES 

I do not like the idea of a neighborhood being divided and the efficiency of busing 
doesn&#39;t make since to me either. This option is the one which effects the most 
number of kids. Winding walk is an asset to Cox Mill the majority of the of PTA board 
members live in this subdivision to my knowledge. 

Cox Mill ES 

I don&#39;t think Option B makes sense - there are no natural boundaries, and part of 
Winding Walk is isolated from the other.  I also noticed that with this plan, some 
planning blocks further from the school would continue to go to Cox Mill, while PB 77 
would be excluded. 

Cox Mill ES I like Option B  better than option A. 

Cox Mill ES 
I like that Option B keeps Skybrook zoned to Cox Mill Elementary. However, this 
option moves the established neighborhood of Winding Walk. 
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Elementary Option B Thoughts/Observations 

Cox Mill ES 
I oppose option B because it removes parts of highland Creek, separating us from our 
friends and family in other parts of highland Creek who still attend cox mill 
elementary. 

Cox Mill ES if you have to 

Cox Mill ES 

It does not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by 
PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending 
Cox Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes 
that are in this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. 
(4) It does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing 
efficiency as it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make 
more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into 
Winding Walk in the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris 
Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and 
will only grow in congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) 
It does not minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 
77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at 
their current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 

Cox Mill ES 
It doesn&#39;t use major roads as a boundary. It breaks up our neighborhood and 
makes the section attending Odell an island by itself. It would force us to use an 
already congested road to get to the elementary school. 

Cox Mill ES 

It&#39;s not a great idea but a workable one. There were some arguements made that 
winding walk community will be in two separate schools but that is NOT true. 
Winding walk will be in cox mill and community adjacent to winding walk will ne in 
Odell. There is a reason people at winding walk paid premium price for that 
community. 

Cox Mill ES 

It&#39;s not a great idea but a workable one. There were some arguements made that 
winding walk community will be in two separate schools but that is NOT true. 
Winding walk will be in cox mill and community adjacent to winding walk will ne in 
Odell. There is a reason people at winding walk paid premium price for that 
community. 

Cox Mill ES 

It&#39;s not a great idea but a workable one. There were some arguements made that 
winding walk community will be in two separate schools but that is NOT true. 
Winding walk will be in cox mill and community adjacent to winding walk will ne in 
Odell. There is a reason people at winding walk paid premium price for that 
community. 

Cox Mill ES 

It&#39;s not a great idea but a workable one. There were some arguements made that 
winding walk community will be in two separate schools but that is NOT true. 
Winding walk will be in cox mill and community adjacent to winding walk will ne in 
Odell. There is a reason people at winding walk paid premium price for that 
community. 
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Cox Mill ES 

It&#39;s not a great idea but a workable one. There were some arguements made that 
winding walk community will be in two separate schools but that is NOT true. 
Winding walk will be in cox mill and community adjacent to winding walk will ne in 
Odell. There is a reason people at winding walk paid premium price for that 
community. 

Cox Mill ES 

It&#39;s not a great idea but a workable one. There were some arguements made that 
winding walk community will be in two separate schools but that is NOT true. 
Winding walk will be in cox mill and community adjacent to winding walk will ne in 
Odell. There is a reason people at winding walk paid premium price for that 
community. 

Cox Mill ES 

It&#39;s not a great idea but a workable one. There were some arguements made that 
winding walk community will be in two separate schools but that is NOT true. 
Winding walk will be in cox mill and community adjacent to winding walk will ne in 
Odell. There is a reason people at winding walk paid premium price for that 
community. 

Cox Mill ES 

It&#39;s not a great idea but a workable one. There were some arguements made that 
winding walk community will be in two separate schools but that is NOT true. 
Winding walk will be in cox mill and community adjacent to winding walk will ne in 
Odell. There is a reason people at winding walk paid premium price for that 
community. 

Cox Mill ES 
Keeps most of existing boundaries and affected communities (moved out of Cox Mill 
ES to WR Odell ES) are close to new school(1 - 2 miles) and already on bus route.There 
is no transporation or logistical difficulties for School District. 

Cox Mill ES Keeps my kids at CMES. I approve. 

Cox Mill ES may be 

Cox Mill ES 
My girls went to Cox mill and would like our neighbors to have the opportunity to 
send their kids to a great school. Option B puts at risk the opportunity for our 
neighborhood kids to go to Cox mill. 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES No 
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Elementary Option B Thoughts/Observations 

Cox Mill ES No 

Cox Mill ES No concerns 

Cox Mill ES 

Not a good choice. Odell will become overcrowded and the Harris Roas traffic will 
increase significantly. Cox Mill Elementary is convenient to the Winding Walk 
development and, by allowing us to continue to attend Cox Mill it will cause the least 
disruption in traffic. 

Cox Mill ES Not logical 

Cox Mill ES Obviously not, because we want to stay at CMES 

Cox Mill ES OK 

Cox Mill ES Ok, keeps child in Cox Mill. 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES Opposed 

Cox Mill ES Option B addresses overpopulation issue at CMES in short-term 

Cox Mill ES Option B as currently presented, better supports enrollment concerns 

Cox Mill ES Option B better addresses issues of overcapacity 

Cox Mill ES Option B better addresses over crowding issue at CMES 

Cox Mill ES Option B better addresses overcapacity issue at Cox Mill Elementary in short-term. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option B divides a neighborhood sending half of the children to cox mill and the other 
half to Odell essentially isolating the back half of the neighborhood (currently option 
B). 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B does not make geographical sense at all.  It diverts into an established 
neighborhood and takes a portion of it.  It does not utilize natural borders.  Children 
and families that have forged relationships and live together will no longer go to school 
with other children in their neighborhood.  This option is the only one in the county 
that splits a neighborhood.  Plus, there will be neighborhoods across the natural 
boundary going to two different schools.  Skybrook to Cox Mill and a Winding Walk to 
Odell.  This does not make geographical sense.  Please keep our neighborhood 
together.  We love our school and our neighbors, I don't see a compelling need to 
disrupt this.  Thank you 

Cox Mill ES Option B is a better option for CMES from an enrollment standpoint. 

Cox Mill ES Option B is a better option to address enrollment concerns 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB ðŸ˜Ž to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB ðŸ˜Ž to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8 to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. Also 
since this option divides a neighborhood into 2 different schools.  I understand that 
several neighbors are split between schools due to different counties (Mecklenburg vs 
Cabarrus) but to unnecessary divide a neighborhood that is in the same country into 
different schools destroys community among the neighbors. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
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71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
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facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
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establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
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congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
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the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
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not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB ðŸ˜Ž to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause buses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversit y, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
on to Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk 
in the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar 
Tent Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow 
in congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk 
Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. 
While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in 
this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does 
not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as 
it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns 
onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in 
the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent 
Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is Excluded 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft, option B needs to be amended as 
follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. This option also does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk Subdivision 
is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. This option also does not 
establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 
71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. It 
does not use major roads as natural boundaries. It does not minimize student impact as 
it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while moving students from Furr (PB 
8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their current schools. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes under at 
95%. This option splits Winding Walk subdivision so that part of the children would 
attend Odell, while the other part would attend Cox Mill. Doing this will also create an 
island for PB 77 (potentially moving to Odell), surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, PB 
78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. While PB 76 is 
adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in this block are 
located more than a mile away and off of another major road. In essence, no natural 
boundaries are utilized in this option for determining a community's assigned school. 
In addition, buses traveling from PB 77 to Odell Elementary would encounter major 
traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. Intersection. This intersection is easily 
congested, with new buildings at the corner adding to it. Buses to Odell Elementary 
would be forced to take a left at this intersection in order to travel to the Highway 73 
and the school. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. With regard to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: The Highland Creek portion of PB 77 (Elrond Dr. and offshoots) should be 
placed with the rest of Highland Creek in PB 78 and remain at Cox Mill. The remainder 
of PB 77 should be combined with PB 72 and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as the Highland Creek and 
Winding Walk subdivisions are arbitrarily split between two different elementary 
schools. (3) It does not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, 
surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, that would all be attending Cox 
Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are 
in this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It 
does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing 
efficiency as it would cause buses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make 
more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and across 
Harris Rd. in the afternoons. Buses from Odell Primary would come south on Harris 
Rd solely for PB 77 while buses for Cox Mill drive directly past the entrances to PB 77 
to pick up children in 78 and 72. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris 
Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and 
will only grow in congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) 
It does not minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 
77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at 
their current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. With regard to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: The Highland Creek portion of PB 77 (Elrond Dr. and offshoots) should be 
placed with the rest of Highland Creek in PB 78 and remain at Cox Mill. The remainder 
of PB 77 should be combined with PB 72 and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as the Highland Creek and 
Winding Walk subdivisions are arbitrarily split between two different elementary 
schools. (3) It does not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, 
surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, that would all be attending Cox 
Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are 
in this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It 
does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing 
efficiency as it would cause buses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make 
more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and across 
Harris Rd. in the afternoons. Buses from Odell Primary would come south on Harris 
Rd solely for PB 77 while buses for Cox Mill drive directly past the entrances to PB 77 
to pick up children in 78 and 72. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris 
Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and 
will only grow in congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) 
It does not minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 
77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at 
their current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementaries. With regard to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To 
align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as 
follows: The Highland Creek portion of PB 77 (Elrond Dr. and offshoots) should be 
placed with the rest of Highland Creek in PB 78 and remain at Cox Mill. The remainder 
of PB 77 should be combined with PB 72 and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should 
remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, 
establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least 
the following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school 
facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes 
under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as the Highland Creek and 
Winding Walk subdivisions are arbitrarily split between two different elementary 
schools. (3) It does not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, 
surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, that would all be attending Cox 
Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are 
in this block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It 
does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing 
efficiency as it would cause buses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make 
more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and across 
Harris Rd. in the afternoons. Buses from Odell Primary would come south on Harris 
Rd solely for PB 77 while buses for Cox Mill drive directly past the entrances to PB 77 
to pick up children in 78 and 72. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris 
Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and 
will only grow in congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) 
It does not minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 
77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at 
their current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill 
Elementary. In regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To align 
with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as follows: 
PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should remain at 
Carl Furr. these amendments would better balance facility utilization, account for 
future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, establish clear 
feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and use major 
roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least the 
following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school facility 
utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes under 95%. 
(2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk Subdivision is 
arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does not establish a 
contiguous zone as it create an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, PB 
78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. While PB 76 is 
adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in this block are 
located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does not use major 
roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as it would 
cause buses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns onto 
Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in the 
afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. 
intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in 
congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not 
minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while 
moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their 
current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further 
from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option B is acceptable in that it meets the majority of the criteria.  However it is not the 
best option for management of growth due to inclusion of newer construction areas. 

Cox Mill ES Option B is also a viable option and meets several of the realignment criteria. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option B is better than Option A from a capacity standpoint for Cox Mill Elementary 
School once you fix Planning Block 10 for the Allen Mills student population.  Option C 
is better than both Option B &amp; A when you consider capacity and logistics. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option B is fine as Option A, but I would rank it second compared to Option A as it 
makes more favorable. 

Cox Mill ES Option B is poor solution to realigning students between Odell &amp; Coxmill 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B isolates and divides my neighborhood.  It does not use the criteria set for 
redrawing the lines.  It seems as if someone uses their own agenda to make certain kids 
go to certain schools, instead of using major roads, natural boundaries, etc. It seems the 
most unfair- redrawing lines is a hard thing to do and very personal to many people, 
but Option B looks like it is making 1 person/group happy and it does not seem to 
focus on the county as a whole and the overcrowding/under crowding that redrawing 
lines makes necessary. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B makes sense geographically, it allows our children to finish up at their school. 
It feels like outsiders are trying to take our home away from us.  The folks advocating 
for allen mills don&#39;t even live there, they just want to live there. I understand that 
as the neighborhood grows it should be moved into CMES, but removing Skybrook 
from our home school when we are maturing and our children will phase out naturally 
by growing up is not acceptable. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B makes the least sense from a zoning POV. Here we split up Highland Creek 
into two different schools zone, with the removal of Dominion Hills. Highland Creek is 
one of the oldest neighborhoods and has always been part of Cox Mill ES. To remove 
Dominion Hills breaks up families and friends that have been going to the same school 
system for years already. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B seems to have a lot of flaws in it based on the project&#39;s criteria.  Among 
the issues:  1) PB 77 and 72 are both Winding Walk, but are zoned to different schools, 
thereby splitting the neighborhood which disrupts a clear feeder pattern. 2) It puts 
Odell over capacity at 105%. 3) It creates an &quot;island&quot; of PB 77, with all 
adjacent planning blocks attending a different school (PB76 is separated from PB77 by 
farmland and has an entrance over 1.3 miles away off a different main road so it is 
essentially a natural barrier).   4) It does not us major roads, such as Harris Road as a 
natural boundary.  5) It does not maximize bussing efficiency, causing busses for PB69, 
70, and 71 to travel farther and cross major roads while bypassing PB77, and also 
causes farther distances and travel through heavier congestion to transport PB77 
students to Odell Elementary, especially at the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd, 
and the intersection of Harris Rd/Odell School Rd.  6) It does not minimize student 
impact in the area, significantly increasing the number affected at Cox Mill as 
compared to plan A (125 for plan A, 210 for plan B).   7) It does not support the idea of 
close proximity as planning blocks from farther away (PB69,70,71) attend Cox Mill 
while PB77 is closer but would not attend. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option B seems to have a lot of flaws in it based on the project&#39;s criteria.  Among 
the issues:  1) PB 77 and 72 are both Winding Walk, but are zoned to different schools, 
thereby splitting the neighborhood which disrupts a clear feeder pattern. 2) It puts 
Odell over capacity at 105%. 3) It creates an &quot;island&quot; of PB 77, with all 
adjacent planning blocks attending a different school (PB76 is separated from PB77 by 
farmland and has an entrance over 1.3 miles away off a different main road so it is 
essentially a natural barrier).   4) It does not us major roads, such as Harris Road as a 
natural boundary.  5) It does not maximize bussing efficiency, causing busses for PB69, 
70, and 71 to travel farther and cross major roads while bypassing PB77, and also 
causes farther distances and travel through heavier congestion to transport PB77 
students to Odell Elementary, especially at the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd, 
and the intersection of Harris Rd/Odell School Rd.  6) It does not minimize student 
impact in the area, significantly increasing the number affected at Cox Mill as 
compared to plan A (125 for plan A, 210 for plan B).   7) It does not support the idea of 
close proximity as planning blocks from farther away (PB69,70,71) attend Cox Mill 
while PB77 is closer but would not attend. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B violates at least the following criteria, all which are related to planning block 
77: (1) It does not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, 
surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all 
be attending Cox Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; 
the homes that are in this block are located more than a mile away and off of another 
major road. (2) It does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (3) It does not allow 
for close proximity as planning blocks further from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are 
included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded.(4) It does not maximize busing efficiency 
as it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left 
turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding 
Walk in the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris 
Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and 
will only grow in congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (5) 
It does not minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 
77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at 
their current schools. (6) It does not balance school facility utilization as Odell becomes 
overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes under at 95%. (7) It does not allow for a 
clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two 
different elementary schools. 

Cox Mill ES Option B, as currently provided, Addresses enrollment concerns 

Cox Mill ES Option better addresses overcrowding 

Cox Mill ES Options B and C best meet the CCS stated criteria for the long-term. 

Cox Mill ES Overcapacity at Cox Mill Elementary is addressed under Option B 

Cox Mill ES Overcapacity will no longer be an issue with Option B for CMES 

Cox Mill ES 
PB10 and AllenMills community are not affected by this as both would come under 
CoxMill Elementary School Zone. I am neutral. 
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Cox Mill ES 

PB77 is removed from Cox Mill ES and zoned for W. R. Odell ES which will put Odell 
over capacity at 105%. This creates a new problem for the district with a fairly new, 
expanded school. Additional options would need to be evaluated to address 
overcrowding of W. R. Odell. 

Cox Mill ES probably best plan 

Cox Mill ES Provides greatest relief for cox mill 

Cox Mill ES Second viable option meets more realignment criteria&#39;s 

Cox Mill ES second viable option meets various realignment options. 

Cox Mill ES Separates CMES core neighborhoods 

Cox Mill ES 
Similar to the above, both Winding Walk and Skybrook have a long history of 
supporting the school system 

Cox Mill ES 
Support the option B because it is close to Cox Mill Elementary School and is 0.3 mile 
away.Continues with current plan. 

Cox Mill ES This is a reasonable option for meeting all of the criteria. 

Cox Mill ES This is the absolute best option for the Twin Creek And Misty Wood neighborhoods. 

Cox Mill ES 
This is the only option that I am in favor of since it keeps Twin Creeks at Cox Mill ES.  
There are not many homes off of Derita and we would like to stay as we are districted 
now. 

Cox Mill ES 
This is the only option that works for Twin Creeks off Derita, we need to stay with Cox 
Mill ES and are a very small neighborhood with only a handful of kids. 

Cox Mill ES This option makes the most sense for our neighborhoods. 

Cox Mill ES This option provides the best relief to the capacity issues 

Cox Mill ES This option, as provided today, addresses enrollment concerns 

Cox Mill ES 
This splits the community and creates more traffic issues at the intersection of Poplar 
Tent Road and Harris Road, which is already very congested. 

Cox Mill ES Traffic, neighborhood  and kids safety 

Cox Mill ES We prefer to keep our neighborhoods together 

Cox Mill ES 
Winding Walk was the last neighborhood in, they caused the overcrowding, they 
should move 

Eszone ESoptBtho 

Harrisburg ES 
It keeps attendance separated by Route 49, so buses and parents won&#39;t have to go 
back in forth.  It seems to make the most sense 

Harrisburg ES N/A 

Harrisburg ES 

That my child would be able to continue to receive there education in the Cabarrus 
County education system. We have lived in theFarm at Riverpointe since 2007 as a 
parent I don't think it's fair to haveto uproot our kid due to the development of new 
homes that are being develop across the street or around the corner from the schools. 

Out of District Not my preferred option. 

Patriots ES great..common sense used for sure.... 

Patriots ES Indifferent 
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Patriots ES 

-Meets close proximity criteria for PB168-Meets criteria for Maximizing busing, parent 
commutes, and costs for PB 168-Meets criteria for lowest number of elem school 
students impacted-Keeps current patriots students split between only two schools-
Meets cr 

Patriots ES None 

Patriots ES 

Patriot&#39;s is the closest school to us. We have a very small number of children in 
our neighborhood that is not likely to increase in the near future, as our houses do not 
go up for sale very often. A Patriot&#39;s bus would pass right by our small 
neighborhood to pick up one/two other children who live 1/4 mile from us down 
Pharr Mill. 

Patriots ES 

This is my vote based on all the criteria noted in the presentation to the public on Aug 
27. This option has us attending HRE, HRM, and HRH. The Elementary option if HRE 
makes the most sense demographically as well as when you take a closer look at the 
feeder patterns. We live in a house where both parents work full time so it would be 
ideal to have an elementary school closer to our home. I have concerns that because we 
do not live in a neighborhood our house might be overlooked when the reassignments 
are made. 

Patriots ES 

This is my vote based on all the criteria noted in the presentation to the public on Aug 
27. This option has us attending HRE, HRM, and HRH. The Elementary option if HRE 
makes the most sense demographically as well as when you take a closer look at the 
feeder patterns. We live in a house where both parents work full time so it would be 
ideal to have an elementary school closer to our home. I have concerns that because we 
do not live in a neighborhood our house might be overlooked when the reassignments 
are made. 

Patriots ES 

This option is clearly our best option due to the close proximity of HRE to our home 
(1.2 miles) and only stopping through 1 stop sign before reaching the school. It also 
makes more sense for the progression of the student through his/her k-12 years 
(maintaining friendships). 

Patriots ES This options removes the most students from the school and allows for future growth. 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE 

Pitts School Road ES 
Approve as long as this doesn&#39;t mean we have to also attend High School Option 
B (in that case we would oppose option B altogether) 

Pitts School Road ES 
approve elementary option B as long as it&#39;s not tied to High school option B, if 
they go together, then I OPPOSE Option B 

Pitts School Road ES 
approve option A only across the board for elementary school, middle school and high 
school 

Pitts School Road ES Neutral 

Pitts School Road ES No thoughts 

Pitts School Road ES 
Ok as Pitts School Rd Elementary is a great school, even though we prefer being in 
Harrisburg since we live in Harrisburg 

Pitts School Road ES Positive 
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Pitts School Road ES 
same as Option A.  Elementary school will be fine anywhere they go as they are at an 
age where they will EASILY bounce back.  No biggie at this age. 

Pitts School Road ES Same School 

Pitts School Road ES 
we love Pitts School Rd Elementary, however, if this is tied to the High School Option 
B, then we oppose.  Hopefully they can work independent of one another. 

W R Odell ES Acceptable 

W R Odell ES Acceptable but not as good as Option A. 

W R Odell ES AGree 

W R Odell ES Also no change to us 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Elementary school is fine. We stay put. 

W R Odell ES Fine 

W R Odell ES Fine. 

W R Odell ES Good. 

W R Odell ES Good. 

W R Odell ES Great option! 

W R Odell ES Great. 

W R Odell ES I agree, it is reasonable and fair distance wise. 

W R Odell ES I am not selecting Options B.  I want my child to attend Cox mill High School 

W R Odell ES I am ok with this option as well. 

W R Odell ES I am OK with this option. 

W R Odell ES 
I bought a house in the specific location I did so that my kids could stay in the same 
school district, only to move and a year later be told this may change.  Very upset. 

W R Odell ES I like that we are staying with the school closest to our neighborhood. 

W R Odell ES Indifferent 

W R Odell ES It is close and a good school. 

W R Odell ES It is fine. 

W R Odell ES Looks good 

W R Odell ES looks good 

W R Odell ES Makes sense 

W R Odell ES N/a 

W R Odell ES N/A 

W R Odell ES Not impacted as it stays the same 

W R Odell ES not practical 

W R Odell ES Oppose 

W R Odell ES Opposed to it 

W R Odell ES Option B keeps our kids closer to home and does not wast money, fuel and time. 

W R Odell ES Option B looks acceptable. 

W R Odell ES plan cause utilization percent from 88% to 105% 
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W R Odell ES Same comments. 

W R Odell ES Stays the same 

W R Odell ES 
Stem schools are promote kids encouraging towards their intrest and more practical 
way. 

W R Odell ES The inclusion of PB 77 into WR Odell seems awkward, but otherwise OK. 

W R Odell ES 
This doesn&#39;t apply to our kids, but since WR Odell is so close, I would assume our 
neighborhood should stay at that school. 

W R Odell ES This is better than option A. 

W R Odell ES This is the elementary school we prefer! 

W R Odell ES This option does not change our Elem assignment 

W R Odell ES This option most evenly distributes the children 

W R Odell ES This shifts the appropriate amount of students and growth 

W R Odell ES Thrilled with Odell Elementary. Glad we can keep a solid school! 

W R Odell ES Very viable 

W R Odell ES 
We invested in this area for all of Option A. We are adamantly opposed to Option B, 
and will due to the distant location of the high school. 
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A T Allen ES 

This plan seems to significantly reduce the number of students at A.T allen and split up 
neighborhoods within a reasonable distance from the school including my own. We are 
1.7 miles away from the school and with this option it has us traveling over 11 miles to 
send our children to school 

A T Allen ES 

This option moves us to Bethel ES and also seems to impact the most amount of students.  
It appears that the northern boundaries (Flowes Store Road, creates a peninsula into the 
AT Allen district)I think this may cause an inconvenience in bus routes and families that 
are closer to AT Allen ES. 

Cox Mill ES yes, yes, yes 

Cox Mill ES Yes, keeps our neighborhood in Cox Mill district. 

Cox Mill ES YES 

Cox Mill ES Yes 

Cox Mill ES Yes 

Cox Mill ES Yes 

Cox Mill ES 
While I don't oppose Option C, it seems a mis-calculation to remove a new neighborhood 
within walking distance from Cox Mill ES, but allow one 10-15 minutes drive away to 
remain. But it still would make more sense than Option B. 

Cox Mill ES We support this option as it keeps skybrook and our neighbors in cox mill. 

Cox Mill ES We prefer to keep our neighborhoods together 

Cox Mill ES We are happy that the neighbors will remain together. 

Cox Mill ES Traffic, neighborhood  and kids safety 

Cox Mill ES Traffic concerns 

Cox Mill ES 
Totally oppose option C as Allen Mills is moved to W R Odell School .Odell School is 5 
miles away and new transport is needed. 

Cox Mill ES Thoughts are the same as Option A. 

Cox Mill ES This works for everyone involved currently at CMES 

Cox Mill ES 
This option moves the least amount of students from Cox Mill and it keeps the three 
neighborhoods of Highland Creek, Winding Walk and Skybrook  remaining at CNES. This 
three neighborhoods have built CM from the start. 

Cox Mill ES 
This option moves Allen Mills to W R Odell ES(4 miles away) from existing Cox Mill ES 
(0.3 miles aways in same road).This will cause transportation issue for School and travel 
issues for residents.I oppose option C in total. 

Cox Mill ES This option keeps the kids within Skybrook in Cox Mill 

Cox Mill ES 
This option is favored because it best meets all of the criteria discussed at the public 
presentation. 

Cox Mill ES 

This option creates overcrowding at Cox Mill ES but essentially keeps the original 
community that has supported Cox Mill ES over the years intact. This option will also 
create a need for additional measures to be taken to deter overcrowding at Cox Mill ES. 
Possibly a solution similar to W. R. Odell&#39;s concept of a primary and secondary 
school. 

Cox Mill ES This option best addresses enrollment issues long term 
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Cox Mill ES This might also work 

Cox Mill ES This keeps our community together.  I support this option strongly. 

Cox Mill ES 

This is the most desirable.  As noted above, both communities have a long history of 
supporting the school system and still do.  Given the history of support it doesn&#39;t 
seem to make sense to move the communities out of the school district.  Given Allen Mills 
has no tie to the school or community yet, and overcrowding of the school would be 
driven by this community (and other new construction) it is my opinion it would make 
the most sense to district this community elsewhere. 

Cox Mill ES 
This is the best option.  It has the least impact on Cox Mill students and includes mature 
neighborhoods with predictable growth. 

Cox Mill ES This is the best option and most popular. 

Cox Mill ES 

This is by far the best option. The bus routes heavily favor this option and we are retained 
in our school alongside Winding Walk. Our neighborhoods are neatly tucked in with Cox 
Mill and we would like to remain. We are a developed neighborhood and our children 
will ultimately be maturing and moving on from the school. I believe we will have the 
least impact on future enrollment due to this. 

Cox Mill ES This is a reasonable option for meeting all of the criteria. 

Cox Mill ES 
Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the Elementary enrollment numbers are expected 
to decline. Newer addition around Cox Mill aee expected to increase. Traffic at Harris 
Road and Popular Tent is already congested. 

Cox Mill ES 
Skybrook has been integral in helping build Cox Mill ES into the great school it is. It is 
important the families and kids continue to be zoned here in the future. 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook children should in Cox Mill!! 

Cox Mill ES 
Since this is just within 0.3 miles from our home, kids who do not go to allen mills will 
cause the major road congestion to the already clogged traffic on poplar tent road if they 
need to goto any other school and increase the not needed bus traffic. 

Cox Mill ES 
Same as above. If winding walk benefits, that is fine. I think they are in the same boat as us 
but Skybrook only would not have as much of an impact and would phase out of CMES 
much earlier without. 

Cox Mill ES 

Reject Option CAllen Mills is the closest community to Cox Mills Elementary.Option C 
fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the committee. Allen 
Mills is located only 0.3 miles away from Cox Mills Elementary where as the proposed 
Odell Schools are around 3.6 miles away. Cox Mills school busses have to pass Allen Mills 
community to pickup and drop the students in further far neighborhood. Also, once the 
walkways are completed students can walk to Cox Mills elementary school safely.At the 
same time Odell school bus have to pass highly crowded Popular Tend road and Cox Mill 
Road only to pick / drop Allen Mills students.Option C will also be a big challenge for 
working parents to pick their kids from Odell school during peak hour with heavily 
trafficked Popular Tent road. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Reject Option C:Allen Mills is the closest community to Cox Mills Elementary. Once walk 
ways are complete, students can safely walk to the school. Also, it will be convenient for 
both kids and working parents to pick up the kids in the evening. Option C  fails in 
regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the committee and is therefor 
an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is currently the neighborhood 
closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is located on the same road as the 
school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed Odell/primary is located 3.6 miles away 
from Allen Mills. This will increase traffic in peak hours. Busses transporting children to 
and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up 
students in neighborhoods that are far away from Allen Mills. Cox Mills busses should 
cross Allen Mills community to pick kids from other locations where as it is highly 
inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox 
Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10. In addition, once walkways are completed, 
students could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for 
school provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural 
boundaries. In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 
10 from Cox Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  
Option C essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a 
heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in 
Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and 
Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In 
addition, making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and creates traffic build up. Picking up the kids from Odell school&#39;s after care for 
working parents in the evening also will increase more traffic.Option C switches (PB 10) 
from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be 
impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in 
light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. Cox Mills 
Bus have to cross heavily trafficked Concord Mills Road to pick kids from PB 8. 

Cox Mill ES 
Reject option C.Allen mills is the very closest community to cox mills school in walkable 
distance.Option C fails in regards to several realignment criteria. 

Cox Mill ES Reject option C 

Cox Mill ES Reject option C 

Cox Mill ES 
Provides greatest long term relief for cox mill with over 250 new construction homes (not 
accounted for in forecast) being rezoned to Odell 

Cox Mill ES Preferred option by far. 

Cox Mill ES Overcapacity will not be an option as Option C continues to mature 

Cox Mill ES 
Overcapacity at Cox Mill Elementary is addressed as neighborhoods continue to grow in 
the area 

Cox Mill ES Options B and C best meet the CCS stated criteria for the long-term. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option C, as currently provided, addresses enrollment concerns, demographic concerns, 
transportation concerns and the feeder pattern concerns 
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Cox Mill ES 
Option C would allow for future growth at Odell, but it makes Cox Mill over capacity.  
Cox Mill and Odell are areas of new growth and the schools should both be under or at 
capacity, if possible, it begin with. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C will put Cox Mill Elementary School pupil strength at 114% utilization whereas 
Option A and Option B if selected are both below 100%.Option C fails in regards to several 
of the realignment criteria established by the committee and is therefor an unfavorable 
option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is currently the neighborhood closest in proximity 
to Cox Mill Elementary school and is located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles 
away whereas the proposed Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing 
transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox 
Mill Elementary would actually bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in 
neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to 
travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 
10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, 
once walkways are completed, students could safely walk to cox mill elementary from 
PB10 eliminating the need for school provided transportation. Option C also fails to 
provide major roads as natural boundaries. In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill Elementary and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C essentially turns PB 10 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest 
of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current 
overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd 
as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and creates traffic build up due to not having 
a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches (PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 
from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the 
children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 

Cox Mill ES 

option C places cox mill elementary school at 114% efficiency which is the highest of all 
the current options. Option C minimizes bussing efficiency by bussing children in 
neighborhoods further away past PB10 to get to cox mill elementary school. does not 
provide major roads as boundaries; a tributary road divides PB10 from cox mill and is 
bordered on the other side by the busy poplar tent rd basically isolating the neighborhood. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C moves our elementary students away from the school they are used to, and 
between Twin Creeks and Misty Wood neighborhoods, I would guess there are less than a 
dozen elementary school kids in total. It would be very detrimental to move the students 
to a new school vs the insignificant benefit of only reducing Cox Mill student population 
by what is very likely single digits. The section between Rocky River and Poplar Tent 
could easily be scoped into the Cox Mill district rather than sending them north of poplar 
tent. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option C is the best option from an enrollment perspective as it addresses enrollment 
concerns that will continue with the growth in the area. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C is the best option for both Skybrook and Cox Mill Elementary.  It has the least 
impact on the children, logistically keeps Odell on Poplar Tent and off of Harris and keeps 
CMES off of Poplar Tent.  It also keeps together a community and a school that have 
grown up together.  It provides CMES the best chance of being at or below capacity for the 
next several years. 

Cox Mill ES Option C is a better option to address enrollment concerns long term 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Buses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.Option 
C will put cox mill elementary at 114% utilization where as option A and B if selected are 
both below 100% 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located very far. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill 
Elementary would actually bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in 
neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to 
travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 
10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, 
once walkways are completed, students could safely walk to cox mill elementary from 
PB10 eliminating the need for school provided transportation. Option C also fails to 
provide major roads as natural boundaries. In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill Elementary and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C essentially turns PB 10 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest 
of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current 
overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd 
as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and creates traffic build up due to not having 
a light coming out of PB 10. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away. It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation.Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries. Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections. In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In 
addition, Option C will put cox mill elementary at 114% utilization where as option A and 
B if selected are both below 100%. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 3.3/2.3 
miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would actually 
bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It 
is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly congested Poplar Tent 
and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once walkways are completed, students 
could safely walk to cox mill elementary from PB10 eliminating the need for school 
provided transportation. Option C also fails to provide major roads as natural boundaries. 
In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox 
Mill Elementary and disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C 
essentially turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills 
subdivision (PB 10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if 
zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and 
creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches 
(PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly 
in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.Option 
C will put Cox Mill Elementary at 114% utilization where as option A if selected are below 
100% 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C does not meet the requirements established by the committee. Under Option C 
Allen Mills the closest community to Cox Mills ES (0.3 miles) would be traveling much 
further to get to Odell primary.  Under this plan, school buses will have to bypass Allen 
Mills to drop children off at Cox Mill ES from neighborhoods that are further away and 
after dealing with traffic on Popular Tent and Harris Rd. With the county already 
suffering from a shortage of bus drivers this current plan could potentially make the 
problem worse. Allen Mills community once (green-way is completed) would not 
necessarily need school buses due to its proximity to the school thus lessening the burden 
currently facing the county regarding the bus driver shortage.  Option C uses an arbitrary 
road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill Elementary and disregards 
the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C essentially turns PB 10 into an 
island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from 
the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) would have 
to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the 
current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, making left hand turns onto Cox 
Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and would create further traffic 
buildup. Option C according to documents presented at the Public Information Session 
would increase CMES to 1046 and 114% utilization. 

Cox Mill ES Option C best addresses overcrowding issue at CMES 
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Cox Mill ES 
Option C best addresses overcapacity issue at Cox Mill Elementary as it has more of a long 
term view that is needed with the continued growth in the surrounding area. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option C best addresses capacity issues especially with the continued growth we are 
seeing in the area 

Cox Mill ES 
Option C as currently presented, better supports enrollment concerns at present and allots 
for growth in Odell as well as addresses overpopulation over time at Cox Mill 

Cox Mill ES Option C addresses overpopulation issue at CMES in long-term 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary well.  While it overloads Cox 
Mill currently, these numbers will level out as numerous new home communities that 
would attend Odell are being constructed currently at the same time that the mature 
neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would 
allow for future growth to decrease as the age of the children increases. The overload at 
Cox Mill could also be reduced by moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary well.  While it overloads Cox 
Mill currently, these numbers will level out as numerous new home communities that 
would attend Odell are being constructed currently at the same time that the mature 
neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would 
allow for future growth to decrease as the age of the children increases. The overload at 
Cox Mill could also be reduced by moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years. 

Cox Mill ES Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Coxmill Elementary. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. A potential solution is moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as 
this would decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption 
to those students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the 
children in these neighborhoods age. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as 
this would decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption 
to those students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding! Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the 
age of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this 
would decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to 
those students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the! mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While 
Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will 
level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 

Cox Mill ES Option better addresses overcrowding for long term 

Cox Mill ES Option addresses overcapacity of Cox Mill long term 

Cox Mill ES 
Opposing. It increase traffic and our kids have to ride School bus long distance instead 
short distance to the Cox Mill Elementary school close to our residence. 

Cox Mill ES 
Oppose. This option puts skybrook which is 5 miles away in the school zone and excludes 
allenmills which is 0.1 miles away. Bad for traffic and feeder patterns. Its also safety 
concern as kids need to travel longer on the road. 

Cox Mill ES 

Oppose it.It moves communities within a mile radius (including next door community of 
Cox Mill ES Allen Mills) to WR Odell ES.Distance between Allen Mills and W R Odell ES 
is 4 miles and a new bus route is needed.It is difficult for kids to go 4 miles for an 
ES.Community is at stone throw distance from Cox Mill ES.Utilization will be 114 % with 
option C. 

Cox Mill ES 
Oppose it as it moves Allen Mills to we Odell es.It is 5 miles away and it creates transport 
problem for administration and residents.Cox Mill ES is just 0.3 mile way and in same 
school zone 

Cox Mill ES 

Oppose it as it moves Allen Mills to W R Odell Elementary school which is 5 miles 
away.Allen Mills is 0.3 miles from Cox Mill Elementary school and on the same road.It 
would cause traffic congestion and inconvenience besides schools have to introduce new 
bus routes. 

Cox Mill ES 
Oppose it as it changes the School to W R Odell ES.Cox Mills ES is 0.3 miles away from 
Allen Mills on the same road but WR Odell ES is 4 miles away.It causes transporation and 
logistical issues for Cabarrus Schools and travel issue for Allen Mills residents. 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 
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Cox Mill ES Ok, keeps us in Cox Mill. 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES 
My girls went to Cox mill and would like our neighbors to have the opportunity to send 
their kids to a great school. Option C keeps the kids in our Skybrook community tied to 
Cox mill schools. 

Cox Mill ES Like this option.  Keeps several neighborhoods together that have been together. 

Cox Mill ES KEEPS SKYBROOK TOGETHER!! 

Cox Mill ES Keeps my kids at CMES. I approve. 

Cox Mill ES 
Keeping Skybrook with CMES does not make sense geographically at the expense of Allen 
Mills. 

Cox Mill ES 

It would make sense to have the Allen Mills neighborhood zoned to CMES since it&#39;s 
so close geographically, and for neighborhoods farther from CMES to go to O&#39;dell. It 
does not make sense for PB 76 to be re-routed to CMES after having just been zoned out of 
CMES a few years ago (not minimizing impact of change)...they should stay at Carl Furr. 

Cox Mill ES 
It allows for growth in several schools including Odell while Cox Mill Elementary&#39;s 
enrollment will go down with mature neighborhoods such as Winding Walk&#39;s 
children age out. 

Cox Mill ES 
I understand removing access to newly built properties but seems unfair since they are so 
close to the school. 

Cox Mill ES 
I still think that Option A is ideal, but would prefer Option C to Option B.  I do like this 
option as it would keep the traffic at Harris Road/Poplar Tent down, as that intersection 
gets backed up in the morning and afternoon. 

Cox Mill ES 

I reject option C for PB#10. Students in Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) would have to use 
the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current 
overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd 
as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and creates traffic build up due to not having 
a light coming out of PB 10. 

Cox Mill ES 

I personally don&#39;t like the idea of moving out the old because there are new homes 
being built right down the street from the school but we all must face reality and logic. 
This option maxes out and exceeds our school at a time when there are going to be a 
steady increase in homes &#39;going live&#39; and kids are going to be moving in and 
only continue to overcrowd and max out our schools ability and resources. 

Cox Mill ES 

I oppose Option C.1) it fails on majority of the realignment criteria2) AllenMills 
subdivision under PB10 which &lt; 0.3 miles will be aligned out of Coxmill 3)it increases 
traffic congestion on PoplarTent and CoxMill roads4) Requires more drivers and reduces 
the bussing efficiencies5) increases pollution 6) it is safety risk for a lot of kids 

Cox Mill ES I like this plan best. 

Cox Mill ES I do not like this, Twin Creeks needs to stay with Cox Mill ES. 

Cox Mill ES 
I am opposing it.Allen Mills is moved to W R Odell ES which is 4 miles from it.Also,new 
transport route needs to be introduced by W R Odell ES.Allen Mill is next door to Cox Mill 
ES but is moved to W R Odell which is 4 miles away. 
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Cox Mill ES 
I am opposed to Option C, but not as much as I oppose option B. I don&#39;t see the value 
in busing students who live close to Cox Mill to a school farther away while keeping 
students who live farther away from Cox Mill in its district. 

Cox Mill ES 
I am not in favor of ES Option C, there are so few homes between Twin Creeks and Misty 
Woods, probably less than 5 that are Elementary age. It would be much easier for us to 
stay at Cox Mill Elementary, and extremely preferred. 

Cox Mill ES Fully support this option as it keeps all of our neighbors together in Cox Mill ES. 

Cox Mill ES Fully support 

Cox Mill ES 

Elementary Option C is my preferred option. It keeps Skybrook and other established 
neighborhoods (Winding Walk, Highland Creek) at Cox Mill Elementary School. While 
this plan seems to lead to more overcrowding at CMES in the short term, I believe it will 
relieve overcrowding in the long term as the children living in the homes age out of 
elementary school and the families remain in their homes. 

Cox Mill ES 

Elementary option C does not meet the committee&#39;s criteria with respect to 
proximity, transportation efficiency, and major roads/natural boundaries. The Allen Mills 
neighborhood that is being built right next to the school would be zoned for Odell, while 
Skybrook, which is several miles away and on the other side of Harris Rd, would be zoned 
for Odell. Harris Rd and Poplar Tent are natural boundaries for the Cox Mill ES district. 

Cox Mill ES 

Elementary Option C clearly does not take into account the criteria established by the 
Redistricting Consultant and is removing a subdivision currently under construction on 
Cox Mill Road, in very close proximity to the Cox Mill Elementary school and forcing 
students to attend an elementary school farther away. County Trail Master Plans indicate 
a trail to be constructed near this subdivision and linking with the Rookery on Cox Mill 
Road and ultimately Cox Mill Elementary. Students would be allowed to walk to school 
instead of the need to rely on vehicular transportation to a school approximately 4 miles 
away.All options are currently dividing friends, neighbors, and communities. The data 
presented has too many holes that are creating all the divisions that exist throughout our 
area. 

Cox Mill ES 
Do not like that my small subdivision which has been there since 99 is being moved out of 
Cox Mill ES. 

Cox Mill ES 
despite concerns for allen mills, this displaces the least amount of kids, keeps most people 
happy and fixes all the capacity problems. This shifts the growth to Odell, where there is 
the most room and allows cmes to mature down to capacity 

Cox Mill ES Could also work due to growth of new neighborhoods 

Cox Mill ES 
Continues to allow Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Skybrook to remain a community.  
Limits additional traffic at the busy Harris Road and Poplar Tent intersection, which is 
already very congested. 

Cox Mill ES Better option to address enrollment issues especially on a go forward basis 

Cox Mill ES 
Better option for enrollment.  While enrollment is high initially, it will dwindle down and 
overcrowding is not an issue due to slated mature neighborhoods. 

Cox Mill ES Better option as it addresses enrollment concerns with a more forward thinking outlook 
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Cox Mill ES 
Best option. Addresses growth.  Zone out Carl fur area that was put into this option for 
some odd reason 

Cox Mill ES 
Best option. Addresses growth.  Zone out Carl fur area that was put into this option for 
some odd reason 

Cox Mill ES Best option! 

Cox Mill ES 
Best option as it keeps core neighborhoods and has the least impact on number of students 
changing schools. Allies CMES to decrease in sizes over the next decade as the fire 
beighbirhoods are maturing. 

Cox Mill ES 
Best option as it addresses capacity issue taking into consideration continued population 
growth. 

Cox Mill ES 

Becos it moves Allen Mills to W R Odell Elementary School and school is 4 miles from 
Allen Mills community.Current school Cox Mill Elementary School is 0.3 miles from Allen 
Mills community and is on the same road.This would need need transportation route from 
School and inconvenience to School and residents. 

Cox Mill ES 

BAD! Communities in walking distance of cox mill should be in cox mill. Putting them in 
Odell makes no sense to taxpayers. Its worst idea especially for the students as their bus 
commutes will be longer. God forbid if parent decide to drop the kids and then the traffic, 
that is already so conjugated in that area will be a nightmare. Safety wise this is the worst 
possible idea. 

Cox Mill ES 

BAD! Communities in walking distance of cox mill should be in cox mill. Putting them in 
Odell makes no sense to taxpayers. Its worst idea especially for the students as their bus 
commutes will be longer. God forbid if parent decide to drop the kids and then the traffic, 
that is already so conjugated in that area will be a nightmare. Safety wise this is the worst 
possible idea. 

Cox Mill ES 

BAD! Communities in walking distance of cox mill should be in cox mill. Putting them in 
Odell makes no sense to taxpayers. Its worst idea especially for the students as their bus 
commutes will be longer. God forbid if parent decide to drop the kids and then the traffic, 
that is already so conjugated in that area will be a nightmare. Safety wise this is the worst 
possible idea. 

Cox Mill ES 

BAD! Communities in walking distance of cox mill should be in cox mill. Putting them in 
Odell makes no sense to taxpayers. Its worst idea especially for the students as their bus 
commutes will be longer. God forbid if parent decide to drop the kids and then the traffic, 
that is already so conjugated in that area will be a nightmare. Safety wise this is the worst 
possible idea. 

Cox Mill ES 

BAD! Communities in walking distance of cox mill should be in cox mill. Putting them in 
Odell makes no sense to taxpayers. Its worst idea especially for the students as their bus 
commutes will be longer. God forbid if parent decide to drop the kids and then the traffic, 
that is already so conjugated in that area will be a nightmare. Safety wise this is the worst 
possible idea. 
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Cox Mill ES 

BAD! Communities in walking distance of cox mill should be in cox mill. Putting them in 
Odell makes no sense to taxpayers. Its worst idea especially for the students as their bus 
commutes will be longer. God forbid if parent decide to drop the kids and then the traffic, 
that is already so conjugated in that area will be a nightmare. Safety wise this is the worst 
possible idea. 

Cox Mill ES 

BAD! Communities in walking distance of cox mill should be in cox mill. Putting them in 
Odell makes no sense to taxpayers. Its worst idea especially for the students as their bus 
commutes will be longer. God forbid if parent decide to drop the kids and then the traffic, 
that is already so conjugated in that area will be a nightmare. Safety wise this is the worst 
possible idea. 

Cox Mill ES Approved 

Cox Mill ES 
Approve. This relieves Cox Mill of the most number of students who have not attended 
CMES at this date. 

Cox Mill ES 
Approve. Keeps neighboring developments that have been in cox mill together and not 
moved to Odell 

Cox Mill ES 
Approve.  This plan keeps Skybrook and it&#39;s surrounding neighbors in Cox Mill 
Elementary School. 

Cox Mill ES 
Approve!  This option keeps Skybrook, a founding neighborhood of Cox Mill Elementary 
School, in CMES along with our neighbors Highland Creek, Winding Walk and 
Christenbury. 

Cox Mill ES Approve!  This option keeps Skybrook kids at Cox Mill. 

Cox Mill ES 
Approve and strongly encourage Option C as it keeps Skybrook children and our 
neighbors together at CMES. 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES 
Allen mills is next to Cox mill and the closest coummunity to coxmill. If we move allen 
mills to Odell lot of traffic will be around which is a concern for kids saftey. 

Cox Mill ES Addresses enrollment concerns for both short and long term 

Cox Mill ES Addresses Cox Mill capacity issues long term 

Cox Mill ES 

. Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. 
While Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers 
will level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland 
Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age 
of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would 
decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those 
students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed into 
different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Eszone ESoptCtho 

Harrisburg ES 
One of the reason we chose to have our home built here and tolive in cabarrus county was 
the schools. 

Harrisburg ES N/A 

Harrisburg ES 
It&#39;s the worst of the 3 options because transportation back and forth across Route 49 
will be a major issue. 

Out of District Best option by far. Skybrook should remain at Cox Mill! 

Patriots ES This option is close to B as far as removing students from the school. 

Patriots ES 

The demographics for option C are similar to above when stating the close proximity to 
HRE vs Bethel (1.2 miles vs 11 miles.) in addition to the demographics and feeder patterns 
noted above, this would also put me going in 2 opposite directions for transportation of 
BOTH of my children for a total of 6 years while 1 is at Bethel and the other is at CC 
GRIFFIN. If they were both going to HRE and HRM the close proximity of those two 
schools would allow me to have easier transportation to and from as well as volunteering 
and fundraising events. 

Patriots ES 

The demographics for option C are similar to above when stating the close proximity to 
HRE vs Bethel (1.2 miles vs 11 miles.) in addition to the demographics and feeder patterns 
noted above, this would also put me going in 2 opposite directions for transportation of 
BOTH of my children for a total of 6 years while 1 is at Bethel and the other is at CC 
GRIFFIN. If they were both going to HRE and HRM the close proximity of those two 
schools would allow me to have easier transportation to and from as well as volunteering 
and fundraising events. 

Patriots ES None 

Patriots ES 

-Is NOT meeting close proximity criteria for PB 168 (3rd farthest elem school and must 
cross county lines to take fastest route)-Would NOT maximize efficient 
transportation/busing/parent commute criteria (sends us opposite direction of most 
morning commut 

Patriots ES Indifferent 

Patriots ES 
Due to the criteria listed (transportation, demographics, clear feeder patterns) this option 
does not fit into  those categories being that we would be a select few students with the 
progression of Bethel Elementary to HRM. 

Patriots ES better than A but still little to no thought placed on plan 

Pitts School Road ES Same School 

Pitts School Road ES 

Same as option A and B.  Elementary schools in Cabarrus county are NO concern and kids 
this age will easily bounce back after any move.  They are young - this would even relate 
to my own elementary aged child as he could possibly have to change schools at this age.  
No reason for an uproar over elementary schools. 

Pitts School Road ES Prefer my children stay in same school 

Pitts School Road ES Positive 

Pitts School Road ES No thoughts 

Pitts School Road ES Neutral 

Pitts School Road ES Good as it keeps our kids in Harrisburg for school 

Pitts School Road ES approve this option if it&#39;s independent of High School Option C 
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Pitts School Road ES 
approve option A only across the board for elementary school, middle school and high 
school 

Pitts School Road ES 
approve elementary option C as long as it&#39;s not tied to High school option C, if they 
go together, then I OPPOSE OPTION C 

Pitts School Road ES 
Approve as long as this doesn&#39;t mean we have to also attend High School Option B 
(in that case we would oppose option B altogether) 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE 

W R Odell ES We approve. We stay the same. 

W R Odell ES Thrilled with Odell Elementary. Glad we can keep a solid school! 

W R Odell ES 
This option doesn&#39;t have all the data due to growth in the area, but it makes the most 
sense from capacity and transportation numbers. The downside is proximity to schools. 

W R Odell ES This one makes the most sense for Odell 

W R Odell ES This is the elementary school we prefer! 

W R Odell ES This is better than option A. 

W R Odell ES 
This doesn&#39;t apply to our kids, but since WR Odell is so close, I would assume our 
neighborhood should stay at that school. 

W R Odell ES This could work 

W R Odell ES There would be no assignment change for us 

W R Odell ES Stays the same 

W R Odell ES same, keep the kids where they original were aligned to attend schools 

W R Odell ES 
Same response as # 6. We invested in this area for all of Option A. We are adamantly 
opposed to Option B, and will due to the distant location of the high school. 

W R Odell ES PB 66 is too far from WR Odell to be included in its feeder zone. 

W R Odell ES Option C would also keep me at Harris Middle school 

W R Odell ES Option C looks acceptable. 

W R Odell ES Opposed 

W R Odell ES Oppose 

W R Odell ES Okay but Option A is preferable. 

W R Odell ES Not much.i have postive impression on WRodell ER 

W R Odell ES Not impacted as it stays the same 

W R Odell ES N/a 

W R Odell ES N/A 

W R Odell ES N/A 

W R Odell ES makes sense 

W R Odell ES Lowest level impact from utilization percent. 

W R Odell ES looks good 

W R Odell ES 
It seems like you are busing a bunch of kids past Cox Mill to get to Odell and this makes 
no sense. 

W R Odell ES It is fine 

W R Odell ES It is close and a good school. 

W R Odell ES Indifferent 
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W R Odell ES I like that we are staying with the school closest to our neighborhood. 

W R Odell ES 
I bought a house in the specific location I did so that my kids could stay in the same school 
district, only to move and a year later be told this may change.  Very upset. 

W R Odell ES I am OK with this option. 

W R Odell ES I am not selecting Option c.   I want my child to attend Cox Mill High school. 

W R Odell ES having all our neighborhoods along Poplar Tent makes the most sense for Odell 

W R Odell ES Great option! 

W R Odell ES Great 

W R Odell ES Good 

W R Odell ES Good 

W R Odell ES Fine. 

W R Odell ES Fine. 

W R Odell ES Fine 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Also viable 

W R Odell ES Agree 

W R Odell ES Acceptable 
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Middle School Option A Thoughts/Observations 

A T Allen ES this seems to keep the current map the same 

Cox Mill ES We are unhappy with this option. 

Cox Mill ES Want to keep Harris Road and Cox Mill High 

Cox Mill ES 
This will relieve Harris Road enrollment and have the future in mind since all new 
subdivisions are in the southern half of this school boundary lines. 

Cox Mill ES 
The Middle School options do not affect me personally so I have not studied them in 
depth. 

Cox Mill ES The area I am concerned about is not affected at the middle school or high schoo level. 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook is not impacted outside of the elementary schools. 

Cox Mill ES Same as above 

Cox Mill ES 
People moved into this neighborhood because they wanted to be in this school district, 
please don&#39;t change this. 

Cox Mill ES 
PB72 and PB77 remain in Harris Road MS. Harris Road will be at 88% capacity to allow 
for more growth in the area. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A moves our middle school students away from the school they are used to, 
and between Twin Creeks and Misty Wood neighborhoods, I would guess there are 
less than a dozen middle school kids in total. It would be very detrimental to move the 
students to a new school vs the insignificant benefit of only reducing Harris Road 
student population by what is very likely single digits. The section between Rocky 
River and Poplar Tent could easily be scoped into the Harris Road district rather than 
sending them across the interstate. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in option A 
currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the neighborhood 
attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire neighborhood would be 
attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- using major roads as 
boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent (both minor arterial roads) as 
boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and major intersections traveled.  Option 
A creates the easiest route to Odell elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd 
which takes them directly to Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- 
maximize bussing efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to 
Odell elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from 
W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is currently 
districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked roadways and 
intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in comparison to its current 
school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent intersections (Harris/poplar tent 
and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. In addition, busses from Odell are 
already circulating through the neighborhood option A is located in transporting 
children in that neighborhood whom are currently districted for Odell. 4- close 
proximity: Option A is closer in proximity to both Odell schools than option B or C and 
is furthest away from its currently districted school (cox mill elementary). Option A is 
located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared to 3.5 miles 
from cox mill elementary school. 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES 
one of my girls goes to Harris Road and would like her and our neighbors&#39; kids to 
have the opportunity to stay in a great school. 

Cox Mill ES None 

Cox Mill ES No, our neighborhood needs to stay with Harris Road Middle as it is currently zoned. 

Cox Mill ES No issue with this option 

Cox Mill ES No impact for Allen Mills. 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 
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Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No changes for us 

Cox Mill ES No change from the currently assigned middle school for my family. 

Cox Mill ES No change for Allen Mills Community 

Cox Mill ES no change 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES Keeps Middle School and High School closely aligned 

Cox Mill ES If remains Harris ok. 

Cox Mill ES 
I am not in favor of MS Option A, there are so few homes between Twin Creeks and 
Misty Woods, probably less than 5 that are middle school age. It would be much easier 
for us to stay at Harris Road Middle School, and extremely preferred. 

Cox Mill ES havent reviewed it 

Cox Mill ES Good 
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Cox Mill ES Approve it as doesn&#39;t change the current school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve it and there is no change in School Zone. 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES 

Again, I see this as the best option for Harris Road Middle school in regards to 
enrollment numbers feeding in from Cox Mill Elem and Odell Elem. Again, allowing 
for &#39;wiggle room&#39; as the new neighborhoods continue to progress and add 
kids to our program. I also like the fact that it is allows for all Harris Road MS students 
to continue through to Cox Mill High school allowing for continuity and strength of 
friendships and programs (mandarin, music, and sports) at this pivotal time in these 
teens lives. 

Eszone MSoptAtho 

Harrisburg ES Oppose 

Harrisburg ES It seems the best from transportation/closeness point of view 

Out of District not impacted 

Patriots ES We want to feed into Hickory Ridge 

Patriots ES 
Option A opposes most if not all of the criteria noted for clear feeder patterns and close 
proximity related to the location of our house and would provide an extra stress and 
dilemma in transportation of our children in the future years. 

Patriots ES 
Option A opposes most if not all of the criteria noted for clear feeder patterns and close 
proximity related to the location of our house and would provide an extra stress and 
dilemma in transportation of our children in the future years. 

Patriots ES None 

Patriots ES Indifferent 

Patriots ES 
Due to the criteria listed (transportation, demographics, clear feeder patterns this 
option fits into those categories the LEAST of all of the options. 

Patriots ES 

-Does NOT meet criteria for close proximity- sends PB 186 to furthest of two schools-
Does NOT meet criteria to maximize transportation/busing/parent 
commutes/SIBLING commutes- places children at different levels in the same family in 
different cities and  

Patriots ES bad 

Patriots ES 
All three middle school options are so close to the same that it doesn&#39;t really 
matter to me. 

Pitts School Road ES Support 

Pitts School Road ES Prefer my children stay in same school 

Pitts School Road ES Love! 
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Pitts School Road ES 

It appears as if our neighborhood (Glen Grove) was given no regard in terms of being 
kept at Hickory Ridge Middle School/Hickory Ridge High School which is 
unfortunate. In the prior communication presented by the demographics board, Glen 
Grove along with two other neighborhoods were the only neighborhoods not afforded 
that option. I understand that schools are at or near capacity, but I feel we are being 
unfairly targeted because of our location. We are an established neighborhood with no 
new construction going in. With these newer neighborhoods, we could be looking at 
the same over capacity issues years down the line. In addition, my children are military 
kids. My husband is active duty in the Marine Corps. We have to move every 2-3 years 
due to his job. He is hoping to retire out of Charlotte so we can stay here in Cabarrus 
County. I just want my children to feel stable and at home within a school. We chose 
our home based on the school and I know things can change but it&#39;s hard to be 
accepting of this when they&#39;ve had to deal with so much already. 

Pitts School Road ES 
I am pleased with all Middle School Options as they keep my Middle Schoolers in their 
hometown Middle School 

Pitts School Road ES Good as it keeps our kids in Harrisburg for school 

Pitts School Road ES 

Glen Grove does not want to be taken out of Hickory Ridge MS or HS. Those kids who 
have spent their entire middle school years at Hickory Ridge with their friends will 
now be forced to a new high school and won&#39;t be able to remain with their 
classmates. It&#39;s not fair to them. Would be freshman should be given the 
opportunity to stay at Hickory Ridge HS if they choose. 

Pitts School Road ES Approve as this is closest to us and in our town of Harrisburg. 

Pitts School Road ES Approve as all 3 options are Hickory Ridge Middle School 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE (there&#39;s only 1 option) 

Pitts School Road ES Approve 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE 

W R Odell ES 
We would have to drive farther to get to the assigned middle school- just doesnt make 
sense when the current middle school is so close 

W R Odell ES Unacceptable!!!Too long way to the school 

W R Odell ES 

This option is not fair to middle schoolers from the Farm. Many of the middle schoolers 
had to move as elementary students in 2012, when they were moved to Boger before 
getting moved back to the new Odell in 2015. They will have to be moved to a new high 
school already, due to the overcrowding at Cox Mill, but this can be avoided. 

W R Odell ES This is the middle school we prefer! 

W R Odell ES 
This is the main reason I purchased a home in Waterford Hall.  I wanted my children to 
be able to attend the same school(s) and would like to keep it this way. 

W R Odell ES 
This is not a good option for our neighborhood middle schoolers and families who 
have children in ES and MS. 

W R Odell ES 
This is an awful plan for our community at large. The current alignment transitioning 
students from Odell Elementary through HRMS is appropriate. 
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W R Odell ES There would be no assignment change 

W R Odell ES The farm should be included in the neighborhoods on shilo that are going to Harris! 

W R Odell ES 

Study criteria includes close proximity, clear feeder patterns and continuity and 
minimizing impact on students therefore please consider that Harris Road Middle 
School is 4.7 miles away from The Farm.  NorthWest Cabarrus Middle is 8.7 miles away 
therefore doubling the busing costs and scheduling strain for children if they are 
aligned to NorthWest Cabarrus Middle. 

W R Odell ES Stay at Harris we moved so my kids can go to this school 

W R Odell ES Stay at Harris Road! 

W R Odell ES See above for opt a 

W R Odell ES option A seems acceptable but a little more disruptive than B. 

W R Odell ES 
Option A is our preferred option. The feeder patterns for MS Option A and HS Option 
A work well together. 

W R Odell ES Opposed! We live down the road from Harris Road Middle School. 

W R Odell ES Opposed to anything other than HRMS options!!! 

W R Odell ES Opposed strongly due to it causing more money and time. 

W R Odell ES OPPOSED 

W R Odell ES Okay 

W R Odell ES Not impressed.  Bussing issues and neighborhood issues. 

W R Odell ES Not impacted as it stays the same 

W R Odell ES 
Not an option!  Too far, our kids will be going to school with a totally different part of 
the county!!!!! 

W R Odell ES Not a comparable school. 

W R Odell ES NO!  Would prefer to keep kids within neighborhood schools. 

W R Odell ES N/A 

W R Odell ES 

My concern with option A is that this option would entail ywt another transition of 
schools for our kids. Due to the overcrowding at Odell, prior to the establishment of the 
3-5 building, our whole neighborhood was moved to Boger for 2 years. I believe we 
were the only neighborhoodrhood to  be moved and in 2 years, we were moved back to 
Odell where my son completed one year before moving to the secondary Odell. My 
daughter would be part of the pool of children that will start at Harris Rd and then 
move schools yet again to change to NWMS. With this change of zoning, there is the 
potential for our neighborhood children to be at 5 different schools within a 7 year 
window 

W R Odell ES Most consistent with HS feeder patterns 

W R Odell ES More looking forward to Science and math. 

W R Odell ES looks good 

W R Odell ES 

Kids currently at Harris Road at 104%. Proposal moves them to Northwest Cabarrus 
with option A and 103% utilization. Where is the benefit? It also has the greatest impact 
to students at 901. Current has three schools over and plan A only reduces to two 
schools. 

W R Odell ES It&#39;s important to keep students together as the move through the schools. 
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W R Odell ES 
It seems like you are overloading NW Cabarrus MS.  It also seems like you are busing 
people past Harris Rd MS to get to NW Cabarrus MS.  You will be doubling some 
students travel time to get to school by making this change. 

W R Odell ES It is close and a good school. 

W R Odell ES 
It is awful, don&#39;t know why my neighborhood is excluded knowing that that 
middle school is very close to my home. 

W R Odell ES I want my child to attend Cox mill high 

W R Odell ES I think it is the best plan. 

W R Odell ES 

I strongly oppose. I do not want my child attending Northwest Cabarrus Middle 
school. Reassigning my child to this school will cause us to need to move again to get to 
a good school and in doing so will also negatively impact the resale value of our home 
because no one wants to go to NW Cabarrus middle or high school. 

W R Odell ES I oppose all plans for option A. 

W R Odell ES 

I highly object. I do not want to going from a top rated middle school, Harris Road 
Middle, to a very low rated middle school. The two schools are nowhere near the same 
in their grade. I also think it's a terrible idea to split elementary students from WR 
Odell between two middle schools. I have never heard of such a thing. 

W R Odell ES 

I highly object. I do not want to going from a top rated middle school, Harris Road 
Middle, to a very low rated middle school. The two schools are nowhere near the same 
in their grade. I also think it's a terrible idea to split elementary students from WR 
Odell between two middle schools. I have never heard of such a thing. 

W R Odell ES 
I have heard it is a really good school and the only middle school convenient to our 
neighborhood. 

W R Odell ES 
I disapprove of this option. Harris road middle school is so close to us and it would 
take us longer and sit in Harris road middle school traffic just to get to northwest 
middle school. Plus all of their friends around us would not be together. 

W R Odell ES I disagree. Strongly oppose. 

W R Odell ES I didn't like it. It didn't seem to help much with overutilization in some schools. 

W R Odell ES 
Harris Rd is the closest school to my neighborhood. Allowing our students to continue 
at Odell and then move to HRMS with their classmates and neighbors makes the most 
sense. This is the feeder pattern that is logical and works with location/transportation. 

W R Odell ES Great, preferred. 

W R Odell ES 
for our neighborhood it is terrible. our neighborhood should stay within our odell 
community district and not be transported 10 miles away when there are schools 5 
miles closer 

W R Odell ES Favor 

W R Odell ES 
Doesn&#39;t make sense. The cost and time to transit the students will be much more. 
The roads are much more direct to the schools on Option B. 

W R Odell ES 
Disapprove!!!! Why do my kids go to an elementary school that is the closest and not 
the middle school that is right next door? They then leave friendships they made to 
then start a new school as the &quot;NEW KID&quot;. 
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W R Odell ES 
Definitely not in favor!  These kids need to stay at HRMS.  We are the furthest 
neighborhood from this school.  There are plenty of neighborhoods that should be 
moved before ours. 

W R Odell ES 
Because of the close proximity to our neighborhood, Harris Road Middle School is 
favorable. 

W R Odell ES Approve of/prefer Option A. 

W R Odell ES Approve 
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A T Allen ES this seems to slightly increase the student load on mt. pleasant elementary 

Cox Mill ES Want to keep Harris Road and Cox Mill High 

Cox Mill ES This will not relieve overcrowding at Harris Road MS. 

Cox Mill ES 
The Middle School options do not affect me personally so I have not studied them in 
depth. 

Cox Mill ES The area I am concerned about is not affected at the middle school or high schoo level 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook is not impacted outside of the elementary schools. 

Cox Mill ES Same as above 

Cox Mill ES PB72 and PB77 remain in Harris Road MS. School will be slightly overcrowded. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B moves our middle school students away from the school they are used to, 
and between Twin Creeks and Misty Wood neighborhoods, I would guess there are 
less than a dozen middle school kids in total. It would be very detrimental to move the 
students to a new school vs the insignificant benefit of only reducing Harris Road 
student population by what is very likely single digits. The section between Rocky 
River and Poplar Tent could easily be scoped into the Harris Road district rather than 
sending them to a new school. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option B is fine as Option A, but I would rank it second compared to Option A as it 
makes more favorable. 

Cox Mill ES 
one of my girls goes to Harris Road and would like her and our neighbors&#39; kids 
to have the opportunity to stay in a great school. 

Cox Mill ES None 

Cox Mill ES 
No, we need to stay with Harris Road Middle as currently zoned.  Our neighborhood 
is so small and wants to stay as currently zoned. 

Cox Mill ES No issue with this option 

Cox Mill ES No impact for Allen Mills 

Cox Mill ES no commnent 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES NO comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Chnage for Allen Mills Community 

Cox Mill ES No changes for us 

Cox Mill ES No change from the currently assigned middle school for my family. 

Cox Mill ES no change 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES Na 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES 
I don&#39;t understand why this one is for Twin Creeks (Off Derita) to go to Winkler 
when ES Option B has us at Cox Mill ES.  Regardless I am not in favor of it, we are a 
very small neighborhood and would like to stay with Harris Road Middle. 

Cox Mill ES 

I don&#39;t like the idea of splitting kids up to go to different high schools b/c of 
boundaries and at this pivotal time of their lives. This option, again, does not allow for 
growth and keeps Harris Road MS above capacity and not allowing for any more 
room for growth as neighborhoods continue to grow around us. 
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Cox Mill ES havent reviewed it 

Cox Mill ES Good if in Harris 

Cox Mill ES Good 

Cox Mill ES Dislike 

Cox Mill ES Approved and no change 

Cox Mill ES Approve it as doesn&#39;t change the current school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve it and there is no change in School Zone. 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Eszone MSoptBtho 

Harrisburg ES One of the reason we moved to this development was the school system. 

Harrisburg ES It&#39;s second best after Option A 

Out of District not impacted 

Patriots ES We want to feed into Hickory Ridge 

Patriots ES 

This option makes the most sense demographically, as well as establishes clearer 
feeder patterns from progression of HRE, HRM, HRH. All 3 of these schools are of 
close proximity to our home and would be an easier transition for the student from 
one school to another. 

Patriots ES 

This Option does not make sense with the Feeder PAtterns. Most of the children who 
go to CC GRiffin MS feed into CCHS. According to map B we could have chilren who 
go to PES, then CC Griffin MS but all the high school options are now HRHS. There 
are not many students who flow from CCgriffin to HRHS. This does not fall into best 
interest of the feeder pattern. 

Patriots ES 
The middle school option B would provide a smoother transition from Elementary to 
middle as well as middle to high school. Also the demographics and feeder patterns 
are more clear and of close proximity. 

Patriots ES 
The middle school option B would provide a smoother transition from Elementary to 
middle as well as middle to high school. Also the demographics and feeder patterns 
are more clear and of close proximity. 

Patriots ES None 

Patriots ES Indifferent 

Patriots ES 
All three middle school options are so close to the same that it doesn&#39;t really 
matter to me. 

Pitts School Road ES Support 

Pitts School Road ES Same as above, this doesn&#39;t change for us 

Pitts School Road ES Same as above 

Pitts School Road ES Like 
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Pitts School Road ES 

I do not want my children going to J.N. Fries. First, it is in a terrible area near a 
juvenile detention center across the street. It is a far cry from the campus of Hickory 
Ridge Middle/HS. In addition, my children play athletics. J.N. Fries does not have a 
strong athletic program by any means. They had to combine 7th and 8th grade football 
teams this year just to put enough kids together to field a team. It may seem like a 
minor issue to some, but this is a concern for my children. 

Pitts School Road ES Glen Grove does not want to be taken out of Hickory Ridge. 

Pitts School Road ES 
Dislike it, we moved here to attend Hickory schools, JN Fries is a decent school 
however we have visited and prepared our sons to attend Hickory, we are not happy 
about this 

Pitts School Road ES 
approve option A only across the board for elementary school, middle school and high 
school 

Pitts School Road ES approve is this is independent of high school option B 

Pitts School Road ES Approve as this is our middle school regardless of options 

Pitts School Road ES Approve as all 3 options are Hickory Ridge MS 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE (there&#39;s only 1 option) 

W R Odell ES 

Why should my child have to switch schools this much? We have lived in the same 
house but she had to go to Odell in Moss Creek , then to Boger for 3 years and then to 
the new Odell upper school for 1 yr in 5th and now to have to change middle schools 
in her 8th grade year ?    That is a total of FIVE schools when it should have been 2. 
Can't you see you already had the children from the Farm move once temporarily and 
then back?  How can you make them move again ? 

W R Odell ES 
This option keeps the kids going to Harris road middle school which I approve of 
because of it's close proximity. 

W R Odell ES This is the middle school we prefer! 

W R Odell ES This is better than option A. 

W R Odell ES There would no change for us 

W R Odell ES 
The transportation roads are set up much better for OPTION B and C. The cost to 
transit kids on OPTION A routes will be much more MONEY and TIME since the 
roads are not as direct to the schools. WRONG DECISION! 

W R Odell ES Satisfied with this option. 

W R Odell ES same as above - I like being zoned for HRMS 

W R Odell ES Plan brings down to one school at over 100%. Still large number of students impacted. 

W R Odell ES Option B seems the least disruptive to students in my area. 

W R Odell ES Opposed 

W R Odell ES Oppose option B 

W R Odell ES Okay 

W R Odell ES Ok 

W R Odell ES Nothing 

W R Odell ES Not preferable; the feeder patterns don&#39;t seem to work as well. 

W R Odell ES Not impacted as it stays the same 
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W R Odell ES not consistent with HS feeder patterns 

W R Odell ES N/A 

W R Odell ES looks good 

W R Odell ES It's better than A as far as utilization goes but I have feeder concerns. 

W R Odell ES It makes sense and more reasonable. I moved here because of the school proximity. 

W R Odell ES It is ok 

W R Odell ES It is fine 

W R Odell ES It is close and a good school. 

W R Odell ES I oppose option B 

W R Odell ES I do not like this plan. 

W R Odell ES 
I bought a house in the specific location I did so that my kids could stay in the same 
school district, only to move and a year later be told this may change.  Very upset. 

W R Odell ES I approve that residents of The Farm will attend Harris Road Middle with this option. 

W R Odell ES I am OK with this option. 

W R Odell ES 
Harris Road Middle school is the closest middle school to our home- takes less than 10 
min to get there, less than 5 miles away.  It doesn&#39;t make sense to driver farther 
to get to school. 

W R Odell ES Great. 

W R Odell ES Great option! 

W R Odell ES Good 

W R Odell ES Good 

W R Odell ES Fair and approve. Close to home. 

W R Odell ES Definitely in favor.  Keep our kids at HRMS. 

W R Odell ES Better than A, would prefer no trailers for school. 

W R Odell ES Better than A, but not first choice for my children to be educated in trailers. 

W R Odell ES 
Because of the close proximity to our neighborhood, Harris Road Middle School is 
favorable. 

W R Odell ES 
Approve...This choice makes sense. The kids who are zoned for Odell will then 
continue going to the middle school that is right next door to their elementary school. 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Acceptable 
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A T Allen ES 

as with the elementary plan, this breaks up our neighborhood and sends us close to 
11 miles the the next school when we are within 5 miles of mt. pleasant middle. This 
does not makes sense for our neighborhood or for transportation. My husband and I 
do not work near or around the schools and it actually goes the opposite directions 
for our work. 

Cox Mill ES Yes, this is the only option keeping us at Harris Road MS. 

Cox Mill ES Want to keep Harris Road and Cox Mill High 

Cox Mill ES 
This redrawn boundary won&#39;t relieve the MS enrollment enough for future 
growth. This district redraw of lines doesn&#39;t need to be repeated in 2 years. 

Cox Mill ES This makes the most sense for our middle school kids. 

Cox Mill ES 
This is the only option that keeps Twin Creeks (off Derita) at Harris Road Middle so 
I strongly support this option. We need to stay with Cox Mill ES/Harris Road 
MS/Cox Mill HS. 

Cox Mill ES 
The Middle School options do not affect me personally so I have not studied them 
in depth. 

Cox Mill ES 
The area I am concerned about is not affected at the middle school or high schoo 
level 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook is not impacted outside of the elementary schools. 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook children should stay in Cox Mill!!!! 

Cox Mill ES Same as above 

Cox Mill ES PB72 and PB77 remain zoned for Harris Road ES. The school will exceed capacity. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and 
is located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 
3.3/2.3 miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would 
actually bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are 
further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when 
there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once 
walkways are completed, students could safely walk to cox mill elementary from 
PB10 eliminating the need for school provided transportation. Option C also fails to 
provide major roads as natural boundaries. In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill Elementary and disregards 
the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C essentially turns PB 10 into 
an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar 
Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills subdivision (PB 
10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for 
Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 
10.Option C switches (PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox 
Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with 
their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and 
is located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 
3.3/2.3 miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would 
actually bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are 
further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when 
there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once 
walkways are completed, students could safely walk to cox mill elementary from 
PB10 eliminating the need for school provided transportation. Option C also fails to 
provide major roads as natural boundaries. In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill Elementary and disregards 
the use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C essentially turns PB 10 into 
an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar 
Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills subdivision (PB 
10) would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for 
Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, 
making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and creates traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 
10.Option C switches (PB 10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox 
Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with 
their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago. 

Cox Mill ES 
one of my girls goes to Harris Road and would like her and our neighbors&#39; 
kids to have the opportunity to stay in a great school. Option keeps the kids in our 
Skybrook community tied to Harris Road MS. 

Cox Mill ES None 

Cox Mill ES No issue with this option 

Cox Mill ES No impact for Allen Mills 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES no comments 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 
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Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES NO COMMENT 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Coment 

Cox Mill ES No changes for us 

Cox Mill ES No change from the currently assigned middle school for my family. 

Cox Mill ES No change for Allen Mills community 

Cox Mill ES no change 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES I'm happy with this option. 

Cox Mill ES 

I repeat what I said above in Plan B, I do not like the idea of kids being split 
between HS due to boundaries at this pivotal time in their lives. It weakens the 
school programs and friendships built during these years in middle school. Again, 
this option maxes out capacity at Harris Road MS again not allowing for any room 
for growth and overcrowding a school even before new developments and new 
students are introduced. 
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Cox Mill ES havent reviewd it 

Cox Mill ES Good if Harris 

Cox Mill ES Good 

Cox Mill ES Best option 

Cox Mill ES Approve it as doesn&#39;t change the current school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve it and there is no change in School Zone. 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no vhange 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Eszone MSoptCtho 

Harrisburg ES It&#39;s the worst option of the three. 

Harrisburg ES 
I would like for my child to continue ther education in the Cabarrus County school 
district. 

Out of District not impacted 

Patriots ES 
We oppose this option based on it not fitting into any of the criteria in which was 
explained on the website. 

Patriots ES None 

Patriots ES Indifferent 

Patriots ES 

-Does NOT meet criteria for clear feeder pattern as only 17% of Bethel students 
would go to CC Griffin but 100% of Harrisburg Elem and Hickory Ridge Elem 
would go meaning relationships would already be formed and my children would 
likely be outside those  

Patriots ES 
All three middle school options are so close to the same that it doesn&#39;t really 
matter to me. 

Pitts School Road ES 
We are not happy with the location and the demographics in that area, we would 
like to stick with Hickory.  We are in Harrisburg and our children should attend 
Harrisburg schools middle and high schools. 

Pitts School Road ES Support 

Pitts School Road ES Same as above, this doesn&#39;t change for us 

Pitts School Road ES Same as above 

Pitts School Road ES Like 

Pitts School Road ES Glen Grove does not want to be taken out of Hickory Ridge. 

Pitts School Road ES 
approve option A only across the board for elementary school, middle school and 
high school 

Pitts School Road ES approve is this is independent of high school option B 

Pitts School Road ES Approve as this is our middle school regardless of options. 

Pitts School Road ES Approve as all 3 options are Hickory Ridge MS 

Pitts School Road ES APPROVE (there&#39;s only 1 option) 
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W R Odell ES This is the middle school we prefer! 

W R Odell ES This is better than option A. 

W R Odell ES There would be no change for us 

W R Odell ES 
The transportation roads are set up much better for OPTION B and C. The cost to 
transit kids on OPTION A routes will be much more MONEY and TIME since the 
roads are not as direct to the schools. WRONG DECISION! 

W R Odell ES Satisfied with this option. 

W R Odell ES same as above - I love being zoned for HRMS 

W R Odell ES Plan brings down to one school at over 100%. Lowest impact to students. 

W R Odell ES Option C seems acceptable. 

W R Odell ES Opposed 

W R Odell ES Oppose option C 

W R Odell ES Okay 

W R Odell ES Ok 

W R Odell ES Not preferable; the feeder patterns don&#39;t seem to work as well. 

W R Odell ES Not impacted as it stays the same 

W R Odell ES not consistent with HS feeder patterns 

W R Odell ES N/A 

W R Odell ES looks good 

W R Odell ES JN fries magnet school 

W R Odell ES It is ok 

W R Odell ES It is fine 

W R Odell ES It is fair and like it. 

W R Odell ES It is close and a good school. 

W R Odell ES I oppose option C 

W R Odell ES I like tthis option. Its close to home. 

W R Odell ES 
I bought a house in the specific location I did so that my kids could stay in the same 
school district, only to move and a year later be told this may change.  Very upset. 

W R Odell ES 
I approve that residents of The Farm will attend Harris Road Middle with this 
option. 

W R Odell ES I am OK with this option. 

W R Odell ES 
Harris Road Middle school is the closest middle school to our home- takes less than 
10 min to get there, less than 5 miles away.  It doesn&#39;t make sense to driver 
farther to get to school. 

W R Odell ES Great option! 

W R Odell ES Great 

W R Odell ES Good 

W R Odell ES Good 

W R Odell ES Definitely in favor.  Keep our kids at HRMS 

W R Odell ES Better than A, would prefer no trailers for schools. 
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W R Odell ES Better than A bit would prefer my children to not spend 6 hours on a trailer. 

W R Odell ES Better on utilization but still not the best with feeder patterns. 

W R Odell ES 
Because of the close proximity to our neighborhood, Harris Road Middle School is 
favorable. 

W R Odell ES approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Acceptable 
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A T Allen ES This again seems to keep the current plans the same as they are now 

Cox Mill ES Want to keep Harris Road and Cox Mill High 

Cox Mill ES 
The High School options do not affect me personally so I have not studied them in 
depth. 

Cox Mill ES The area I am concerned about is not affected at the middle school or high schoo level 

Cox Mill ES Students being buses across I85 is not the best choice. 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook is not impacted outside of the elementary schools. 

Cox Mill ES Same as above 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A moves our high school students away from the school they are used to, and 
between Twin Creeks and Misty Wood neighborhoods, I would guess there are less 
than a dozen elementary school kids in total. It would be very detrimental to move the 
students to a new school vs the insignificant benefit of only reducing Cox Mill student 
population by what is very likely single digits. The section between Rocky River and 
Poplar Tent could easily be scoped into the Cox Mill district rather than sending them 
to the other side of the interstate. 

Cox Mill ES 

Option A is a viable option for realignment as it meets several of the realignment 
criteria. 1- creating contiguous zones: 75% of the neighborhood included in option A 
currently attends Odell elementary school while the front 25% of the neighborhood 
attends cox mill elementary. By selecting option A the entire neighborhood would be 
attending Odell essentially unifying the neighborhood.2- using major roads as 
boundaries: Option A uses Harris road and poplar tent (both minor arterial roads) as 
boundaries limiting the amount of roadways and major intersections traveled.  Option 
A creates the easiest route to Odell elementary school making one turn onto Harris rd 
which takes them directly to Odell while passing through only 1 major intersection. 3- 
maximize bussing efficiencies: option A is the most efficient in regards to bussing to 
Odell elementary. Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles 
from W.R. Odell where as it is 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school where it is 
currently districted. Option A reduces travel on multiple heavily trafficked roadways 
and intersections since it is essentially straight down  Harris rd in comparison to its 
current school where there are 2 major roads and subsequent intersections 
(Harris/poplar tent and poplar tent/Cox mill rd) traveled through. In addition, busses 
from Odell are already circulating through the neighborhood option A is located in 
transporting children in that neighborhood whom are currently districted for Odell. 4- 
close proximity: Option A is closer in proximity to both Odell schools than option B or 
C and is furthest away from its currently districted school (cox mill elementary). 
Option A is located 2.3 miles from Odell primary and 3.3 miles from Odell compared 
to 3.5 miles from cox mill elementary school. 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES Oppose 

Cox Mill ES Ok if Cox Mill 
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Cox Mill ES None 

Cox Mill ES 
No.  I want my children to go to Cox Mill HS as they are currently zoned and why we 
bought our house in Twin Creeks (off Derita). 

Cox Mill ES No issue with this option 

Cox Mill ES No impact for Allen Mills 

Cox Mill ES No concerns with high school options 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No Comment. 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES NO COMMENT 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No changes for us 

Cox Mill ES No changes for Allen Mills 

Cox Mill ES No change from the currently assigned middle school for my family. 

Cox Mill ES No change 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 
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Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES Keeps Middle School and High School closely aligned 

Cox Mill ES 
It splits the Harrisburg Community with the exclusion of Rocky River Crossing.  It 
sets up Harrisburg to become the next town like Matthews NC to try to leave a county 
district. 

Cox Mill ES 
I see this option, again, as the best middle of the road option. This option effects the 
fewest number of students at Cox Mill High School. This option also brings the school 
capacity below capacity allowing for growth. 

Cox Mill ES 
I live in Skybrook community and My oldest daughter attends Cox mill HS and my 
youngest will go there in a year. I would like to keep it that way as we think Is a great 
school and would like to keep it that way 

Cox Mill ES 
I am not in favor of HS Option A, there are so few homes between Twin Creeks and 
Misty Woods, probably less than 5 that are high school age. It would be much easier 
for us to stay at Cox Mill HS which is right in our front yard, and extremely preferred. 

Cox Mill ES havent reviewed it 

Cox Mill ES Good 

Cox Mill ES Dislike 

Cox Mill ES Approved and no change 

Cox Mill ES Approve it as doesn&#39;t change the current school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve it and there is no change in School Zone. 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Eszone HSoptAtho 

Harrisburg ES People will be forced to cross Route 49 and then 24/27 - don&#39;t like it 

Harrisburg ES Oppose 

Out of District not impacted 

Patriots ES We want to feed into Hickory Ridge 

Patriots ES 

The Mills is closer to Hickory Ridge High School and this is preferred school for our 
community. Our subdivision is slated to have over 800 homes and I can&#39;t 
imagine that Central Cabarrus could accommodate that type of student load, 
especially being that the majority of residents seem to have young kids with about a 2 
children per household average. Recent survey suggests that we already have over 750 
children ages 2-14 in the Mills and we are just over half built. 

Patriots ES 
It leaves The Mills going to Central Cabarrus and leaves enrollment at Central 
Cabarrus over 100% capacity. 
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Patriots ES 
Central is a great school and many families moved here to get into Centrals district. 
We would love for our girls to have that same opportunity. 

Patriots ES 
- Does NOT meet feeder criteria (only 19% of CC Griffin goes to Hickory ridge high 
while 89% come from Hickory ridge middle)-Hickory ridge high also feeds from three 
schools-Central Cabarrus remains over 100% utilized space 

Pitts School Road ES 
We specifically moved to this neighborhood in order to enroll our kids in Hickory 
Ridge High School. 

Pitts School Road ES This is the only option for high school that we are ok with 

Pitts School Road ES 

This is the ONLY High School Option that we approve.  We are in Valhalla IN 
HARRISBURG.  This is the only option that makes sense for my kids living in 
Harrisburg and attending HiRMS in Harrisburg.  No reason they shouldn&#39;t 
attend the High School in the city/town that we live in and the same high school in 
the same parking lot as the middle school.  To us, this is the ONLY option that we will 
consider. 

Pitts School Road ES 
This is the ONLY High School option that we approve for our neighborhood.  We live 
in Harrisburg and are attending Hickory Ridge Middle School.  Hickory Ridge HS is 
right across the street and IN Harrisburg where we live. 

Pitts School Road ES This is my preferred Option for High School redistricting. 

Pitts School Road ES 

Strongly oppose.  Options A, B, AND C keep our neighborhood in the HRMS zone, 
but take us out of the HRHS zone.  It doesn't make sense to us that all 3 options keep 
us in one middle school, but then all 3 options take us out of the high school across the 
street from it.  There isn't even one option that keeps us in the high school.  We bought 
a home intentionally in the Hickory Ridge district and truly it was the only one we 
could find that was under $200k...literally the only one.  Changing our high school 
means moving those who aren't as wealthy, while those who can afford to buy on the 
other side of the tracks get to stay in the high school.  Please don't move the lower 
income families like ours from the high school.  It will hurt our family as well as our 
home values.  We can't afford to take both punches...a change in high schools for our 
children and a decrease in our home value which was already a stretch for us to buy.  
We'd be upside down.  We've sacrificed so much to 'buy into' the district, but had to 
buy on the 'other side of the tracks' because it was all we could afford.  Please don't 
hurt families like ours who couldn't afford the 300k+ homes.  Our children have 
friends in the school, are active in the school, and are doing so well academically. 

Pitts School Road ES Love!  We are in Harrisburg and love Hickory middle and high school. 

Pitts School Road ES 
I'd prefer for the current students attending HRHS to graduate from the same school. I 
think the new classes should go to their new assigned schools. 

Pitts School Road ES I want my child to graduate from the high school he started in and plays sports in. 

Pitts School Road ES High School Option A is our ONLY APPROVAL for high schools 

Pitts School Road ES 
GREAT as it keeps our kids in Harrisburg for school.  It also allows them the 
opportunity to stay with Hickory Ridge schools and teams since this is their middle 
school in all options. 

Pitts School Road ES Glen Grove wants to stay at Hickory Ridge. 
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Pitts School Road ES 
APPROVE.  We want the children in our community to remain at Hickory Ridge High 
School.  We view this as the only option considering we live in Harrisburg and this is 
the high school in Harrisburg. 

Pitts School Road ES 
APPROVE.  We intend to attend Hickory Ridge High School after Hickory Ridge 
Middle School.  We moved to and reside in Harrisburg to attend these schools.  There 
would be no logic in making Harrisburg residents attend JMRHS in Concord. 

Pitts School Road ES Approve ONLY Hickory Ridge HS for our high school.  APPROVE. 

Pitts School Road ES 
APPROVE - this is the only option for High School that we approve as this puts us IN 
Harrisburg where we reside.  We refuse to attend HS at JM Robinson in Concord - out 
of our city and away from our home schools. 

Pitts School Road ES 

Again, Glen Grove was not even given an option to stay at Hickory Ridge. We moved 
here with the presumption that our children would attend Hickory Ridge High 
School. They will be incoming freshman when the new redistricting takes place. They 
are very upset that they will not be able to continue onto Hickory Ridge HS after being 
at Hickory Ridge Middle. These kids come to know each other and form close bonds 
and to not see that continue for certain kids is extremely upsetting. 

W R Odell ES Yes!  Please keep our kids at Cox Mill 

W R Odell ES We OPPOSED 

W R Odell ES 
We moved to Waterford Hall specifically because of the affiliation with Cox Mill High 
School. Our preference is for this not to change. Northwest is a great school, so it 
speaks volumes about how great Cox Mill is. 

W R Odell ES 
We moved to this neighborhood specifically because it was assigned to Cox Mill HS. It 
is also more conveniently located to our house. 

W R Odell ES We literally just bought into this neighborhood bc of the schools we are zoned for. 

W R Odell ES 
We are presently in Cox Mill High School area, and strongly want the same High 
School choice for our child 

W R Odell ES 
Ultimately this school is not a good choice for us. On a personal note my daughter had 
a very neg experience. She transferred out after 2 weeks. 

W R Odell ES Totally Opposed! We moved here due to the good schools. 

W R Odell ES 
This was the best option as it kept our neighborhood aligned with the current 
program.  We moved to Cabarrus County and our neighborhood due to the school 
system and especially the high school - Cox Mill. 

W R Odell ES 

This makes the most sense for two reasons: 1) kids that go to the ES and MS will then 
all go to the same HS. There is something to be said about keeping COMMUNITY and 
NEIGHBORHOODS together. It&#39;s important. 2) The transportation roads are set 
up much better. The cost to transit kids on those routes will be much CHEAPER and 
shorter TIME since the roads more direct to the school than the other options. 

W R Odell ES 
This is what we prefer although I hear that the school is extremely overcrowded due 
to all of the growth in the area 

W R Odell ES This is the preferred option for the Wellington Chase community. 
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W R Odell ES 

This is our preference.  We chose the neighborhood for the elementary, MS and HS at 
the time of purchase.  We want Cox Mill because it allows our children to remain with 
their friends from the others currently at ODell and Harris Road.  They will be in the 
minority if moved to the other HS. 

W R Odell ES There would be no change for us. 

W R Odell ES 
The only one that keeps our kids in the same feeder system from elementary to High 
School. 

W R Odell ES Strongly opposed to anything that sends us away from HRMS. 

W R Odell ES 
Preferred option. Cox mill hs is easily driven to for students and resides close to 
middle and elementary schools. Easier for commuting, less distance for student 
drivers and familiarity of surrounds area. 

W R Odell ES Prefer my children remain at Cox Mill 

W R Odell ES 
Option A is what our family and all of the families that currently live in Waterford 
prefer!  The schools that were already in place is why a lot of us have moved into this 
community! 

W R Odell ES 

Option A is the only option that makes sense for our neighborhood in terms of 
transportation and feeder pattern. Students in our neighborhood would be bussed an 
inordinate amount of time to get to any other school. Cox Mill is close. It would allow 
our neighborhood students to stay with their classmates in following the feeder 
pattern we have now. Additionally, most residents of this neighborhood live their 
lives and work closer to charlotte. Cox Mill is the only school that is not &quot;out of 
the way&quot; and for many of us is the reason we purchased in this neighborhood. 
Please, I implore you to keep the small number of students in our neighborhood at 
CMHS. This is a HUGE deal for our families. 

W R Odell ES 
Option A is our strong preference. The feeder patterns for this option seem to be the 
best overall for everyone. 

W R Odell ES 
Option A for Waterford.  Best option for use of Cox Mill and maintaining the current 
feeder pattern which disrupts the least amount of children.  Best transportation option 
as well 

W R Odell ES 
Option A for Waterford.  Best option for use of Cox Mill and maintaining the current 
feeder pattern which disrupts the least amount of children.  Best transportation option 
as well 

W R Odell ES Not an option! 

W R Odell ES 
Neighborhoods very close to ours will be sent to a different school so they will 
separated from friends that they've been with in school for years. 

W R Odell ES most consistent with MS feeder patterns 

W R Odell ES Love Cox Mill HS. 

W R Odell ES 

It seems like the arbitrary northern boundary of Cox Mill HS doesn&#39;t seem to 
make sense; why not use NC 73 as a boundary.  By using NC 73 you will have a solid 
block of the Harris Rd MS students traveling to HS together.  It also creates less traffic 
on Poplar Traffic on Poplar Tent Rd heading to Cox Mill HS. 

W R Odell ES It is close, convenient and a good school that my kids are looking forward to going to. 
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W R Odell ES 

It is by far the best option in my opinion. We purchased our home for Cox Mill HS. 
The middle and high school were in close proximity not only to our neighborhood but 
to where we live life. We would be supremely disappointed to find out that after 
building and purchasing our home in August 2017 base on boundary lines that it may 
already change for high school. We have a current seventh grade student who had to 
make a new set of friends in sixth grade when he started Harris Road. To spend three 
years with those friends, and then start all over again in ninth grade is a very 
disappointing thought, and one that could potentially force us to move out of 
Cabarrus county. 

W R Odell ES 
In favor. My children would be with friends from middle school. It would be our 
school selection of choice and the reason we purchased our house in the neighborhood 
we did. 

W R Odell ES 

I&#39;m not sure why they are being routed to a school that most of their 
elementary/middle school friends won&#39;t be attending. It makes them the 
&quot;NEW KID&quot; again. It needs to be taking more of Harris Road students and 
Odell students to make the transition fair. 

W R Odell ES 
I would like to see an option where children from The Farm are able to attend Cox 
Mill High. 

W R Odell ES 

I strongly oppose. I do not want my child attending Northwest Cabarrus High school. 
Reassigning my child to this school will cause us to need to move again to get to a 
good school and in doing so will also negatively impact the resale value of our home 
because no one wants to go to NW Cabarrus middle or high school. 

W R Odell ES 

I really wish you guys would make the north boundary for Cox Mill HS Odell school 
road.  We moved into our current location several years ago in order for our kids to go 
to COX mill HS and now we would have to move again due to theses proposed 
changes 

W R Odell ES 

I oppose this option because it makes the Farm the only neighborhood close to 73 to be 
moved to NW Cabarrus. Students here have friends in Shiloh Village and other 
neighborhoods off Shiloh Church Road who would be still at Cox Mill. More 
neighborhoods on our side of 73 should also go to NW Cabarrus. 

W R Odell ES 

I have a sophomore at Cox Mill High School right now, and her sister (currently at 
Harris Road Middle) will be a freshmen for the 2019/2020 school year.  We bought 
our home specifically to keep them at this school.  I want them both to be able to 
attend Cox Mill.  This would be the best solution for transportation and location for 
my family. 
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W R Odell ES 

I feel very strongly that option 1/A is the best option for my family and our 
neighborhood.  Maintaining the current feeder pattern is important.  Option B and C 
for HS has an extremely low feeder pattern % from MS to HS.  This would greatly 
impart the students whose lives would be negatively affected.  Option 1/A has 
favorable utilization for Cox Mill. Option 1/A also impacts fewer students. Myself 
and my neighborhood are in favor of Option 1 for HS.  This would have the least 
disruption not only to my children in specific but also to all of the children who have 
grown up together and the parents who have invested time and money into our 
schools. Most of us specifically bought our homes due to the Cox Mill school district.  
Option B and C would negatively affect our home values as well and disrupt many 
future plans for our families.   Please consider my request in keeping our 
neighborhood At Cox Mill. 

W R Odell ES 

I feel very strongly that option 1/A is the best option for my family and our 
neighborhood.  Maintaining the current feeder pattern is important.   Option 1/A has 
favorable utilization for Cox Mill. Option 1/A also impacts fewer students. Myself 
and my neighborhood are in favor of Option 1 for HS.  This would have the least 
disruption not only to my children in specific but also to all of the children who have 
grown up together and the parents who have invested time and money into our 
schools. Most of us specifically bought our homes due to the Cox Mill school district.    
Please consider my request in keeping our neighborhood At Cox Mill. 

W R Odell ES 
I approve of Option A, I want my child to attend Cox mill high, it is the very reason I 
purchased my home where I did 

W R Odell ES 

I agree with Option A most because the amount of children impacted is less and also 
the feeder pattern makes most sense. Also, if Option B and C for highschool is chosen I 
will have 2 children in separate highschools. I think the goal should be to keep the 
amount of students impacted to a minimum and Option A accomplishes this goal. 

W R Odell ES 
Horrible. You excluded completely my neighboorhood. We had issue with rezoning in 
the past with elementary. So why now with high school. Why my neighboorhood 
keep suffering with the changes and not other ones. It is unfair. 

W R Odell ES 
horrible. NWHS is too far away from our neighborhood and removes us from our 
community. 

W R Odell ES 
High School Option A is our strong preference.   It seems like it is least disruptive to 
the current student population. 

W R Odell ES Heard that need more changes 

W R Odell ES 
Having children close in age and having to split them between 2 high schools - 
doesn&#39;t allow parents to be involved at the schools. I agree with keep Waterford 
in Cox Mill HS. 

W R Odell ES 
Fully Approve CMHS.  My daughter is a sophomore and we moved here to be in Cox 
Mill district. 

W R Odell ES Excellent. Need to keep Wellington Chase in the Cox Mill High School zone. 

W R Odell ES Dislike 
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W R Odell ES 
Disapprove; it singles our neighborhood out whereas all the surrounding 
neighborhoods in our community get to stay. Absolutely not ok! 

W R Odell ES 
Disappointed. We moved to our neighborhood to go to Cox Mill. We just moved 2 
years ago. 

W R Odell ES 
Disappointed. We moved to our neighborhood to go to Cox Mill. We just moved 2 
years ago. 

W R Odell ES 

Definitely not in favor.  Our kids need to stay at CMHS. We are way closer mileage 
wise to CMHS than NWHS.  NWHS is rated lower than CMHS.  There are many other 
neighborhoods that are closer to NWHS.  It makes no sense whatsoever to move us. 
And it also makes no sense that half our road will get to go to CMHS and our 
neighborhood will not.  You're trying to take the easy way out without being logical. 

W R Odell ES 
Cox Mill-Approve.  Our girls have been going to cox mill and will graduate in 2019 
and 2021.  We will not move them.  If required to move to NW Cabarrrus, we will 
move out of the school district. 

W R Odell ES 
Cox mill for Shiloh Church Road neighborhoods-Waterford Hall and RiversideBest 
feeder pattern for our neighborhood.  Best transportation options for our 
neighborhood.  Please don&#39;t move our kids! 

W R Odell ES Because of the close proximity to our neighborhood, Cox Mill HS is favorable. 

W R Odell ES Awful. If this is choice wewill sell home. 

W R Odell ES Approve since no options to go to cox mill. 

W R Odell ES Approve of/prefer Option A 

W R Odell ES 
Approve High school is hard enough without taking them away from friends they 
have gone to school with since elementary school. 

W R Odell ES APPROVE COX MILL 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES 

All of the options take the kids out of cox mill high but then also leave surrounding 
neighbors going to a different school than us. My kids have attachments with some of 
these kids and it can make it difficult on their social well being. The high school is also 
further away from us than the original zoned Cox Mill High School 

W R Odell ES Absolutely not, because of neighborhood issues and  transportation issues. 
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Attendance Zone: High School Option B Thoughts/Observations 

Cox Mill ES Want to keep Harris Road and Cox Mill High 

Cox Mill ES 
This option effects the greatest number of students attending Cox Mill HS and in the 
county as whole. 

Cox Mill ES 
The High School options do not affect me personally so I have not studied them in 
depth. 

Cox Mill ES The area I am concerned about is not affected at the middle school or high schoo level 

Cox Mill ES Students being buses across I85 is not the best choice. 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook is not impacted outside of the elementary schools. 

Cox Mill ES Same as above 

Cox Mill ES 

Option B moves our high school students away from the school they are used to, and 
between Twin Creeks and Misty Wood neighborhoods, I would guess there are less 
than a dozen elementary school kids in total. It would be very detrimental to move 
the students to a new school vs the insignificant benefit of only reducing Cox Mill 
student population by what is very likely single digits. The section between Rocky 
River and Poplar Tent could easily be scoped into the Cox Mill district rather than 
sending them to the other side of the interstate. 

Cox Mill ES 
Option B is fine as Option A, but I would rank it second compared to Option A as it 
makes more favorable. 

Cox Mill ES None 

Cox Mill ES No.  I want my children at Cox Mill High School as currently zoned. 

Cox Mill ES No issue with this option 

Cox Mill ES No impact for Allen Mills 

Cox Mill ES No concerns with High School options 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No Comment. 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES NO COMMENT 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Changes for us 

Cox Mill ES No change from the currently assigned middle school for my family. 

Cox Mill ES No change for Allen Mills community 

Cox Mill ES no change 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES 
It splits the Harrisburg Community with the exclusion of Rocky River Crossing.  It 
sets up Harrisburg to become the next town like Matthews NC to try to leave a county 
district. 

Cox Mill ES 
I live in Skybrook community and My oldest daughter attends Cox mill HS and my 
youngest will go there in a year. I would like to keep it that way as we think Is a great 
school and would like to keep it that way 

Cox Mill ES 
I am not in favor of HS Option B, there are so few homes between Twin Creeks and 
Misty Woods, probably less than 5 that are high school age. It would be much easier 
for us to stay at Cox Mill HS which is right in our front yard, and extremely preferred. 

Cox Mill ES havent reviewed it 

Cox Mill ES Good if Cox Mill 

Cox Mill ES Goid 
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Cox Mill ES Dislike 

Cox Mill ES Approved and no change 

Cox Mill ES Approve it as doesn&#39;t change the current school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve it and there is no change in School Zone. 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Eszone HSoptBtho 

Harrisburg ES 
Seems a option - it keeps Route 49 as the dividing line, and it will be much better so 
that buses and parents don&#39;t have to cross it back and forth 

Harrisburg ES Approve 

Out of District not impacted 

Patriots ES #NAME? 

Patriots ES We want to feed into Hickory Ridge 

Patriots ES This would work best for the Mills community. 

Patriots ES 
It moves The Mills to Hickory Ridge, but leaves enrollment just below 100% and 
means it will be over capacity in a few years. 

Patriots ES great 

Pitts School Road ES 
We oppose this option as it moves our kids from Harrisburg, where they live, into 
Concord for school.  It also moves them away from their Hickory Ridge family that 
was created in middle school. 

Pitts School Road ES 
We moved to this neighborhood in order to enroll our kids in Hickory Ridge 
Highschool. We would not have moved to this neighborhood if this school (Jay M 
Robinson) had been assigned to it. 

Pitts School Road ES 

We moved to and reside in Harrisburg to attend HICKORY RIDGE MS AND 
HICKORY RIDGE HS.  There would be no logic in making Harrisburg residents 
attend JMRHS in Concord.  There are too many subdivisions in CONCORD that could 
be switched to JMRHS....do not make Harrisburg residents attend high school in 
Concord. 
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Pitts School Road ES 

Strongly oppose.  Options A, B, AND C keep our neighborhood in the HRMS zone, 
but take us out of the HRHS zone.  It doesn't make sense to us that all 3 options keep 
us in one middle school, but then all 3 options take us out of the high school across the 
street from it.  There isn't even one option that keeps us in the high school.  We 
bought a home intentionally in the Hickory Ridge district and truly it was the only 
one we could find that was under $200k...literally the only one.  Changing our high 
school means moving those who aren't as wealthy, while those who can afford to buy 
on the other side of the tracks get to stay in the high school.  Please don't move the 
lower income families like ours from the high school.  It will hurt our family as well as 
our home values.  We can't afford to take both punches...a change in high schools for 
our children and a decrease in our home value which was already a stretch for us to 
buy.  We'd be upside down.  We've sacrificed so much to 'buy into' the district, but 
had to buy on the 'other side of the tracks' because it was all we could afford.  Please 
don't hurt families like ours who couldn't afford the 300k+ homes.  Our children have 
friends in the school, are active in the school, and are doing so well academically. 

Pitts School Road ES 
OPPOSE! We should not have to attend high school in Concord when we live in 
Harrisburg for that VERY REASON.  We moved to Harrisburg to attend Hickory 
Ridge MS and Hickory Ridge HS IN HARRISBURG. 

Pitts School Road ES 
OPPOSE!  We moved to Harrisburg to attend Harrisburg schools - makes no sense to 
attend JM Robinson in Concord. 

Pitts School Road ES 

OPPOSE 100% - we are in HARRISBURG and attending middle school in 
HARRISBURG.  There is no reason that we should make our kids leave this 
Harrisburg community for high school - it makes NO SENSE and we DO NOT 
APPROVE.  We will not attend JM Robinson HS.  The children living in CONCORD 
should be moved to JM Robinson IN Concord, not the children residing in 
Harrisburg.  It doesn&#39;t even make sense in the least.  OPPOSE.  Do not rip these 
kids away from their friends and stable school community between middle and high 
school - high school is HARD ENOUGH with stability, much less leaving all that to go 
to a rival high school. 

Pitts School Road ES OPPOSE 100% 

Pitts School Road ES 

If they are not able to continue at Hickory Ridge, please send them to the new high 
school so they have something to look forward to. When we lived in Colorado and a 
new school was being built, I can tell you that it did help make the transition easier 
having a brand new building to look forward to. The students were even able to vote 
on school colors and mascot name. Something to think about as this moves forward. 

Pitts School Road ES 
I'd prefer for the current students attending HRHS to graduate from the same school. I 
think the new classes should go to their new assigned schools. 

Pitts School Road ES 

I do not like this Option because we are residents of Harrisburg and wish to remain in 
our town for education, school spirit, local fundraising, and friends. Why torture a 
child for the last 4 years of their schooling career by separating them from the bonds 
they have made with their neighbors for the previous 9 years. 

Pitts School Road ES Highly oppose 
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Pitts School Road ES 
Hate it.  There is no way we should be placed with a subpar school with a poor status 
and poor ratings when we are currently in a neighborhood school in Harrisburg that 
has high ratings, we moved here for that very reason. 

Pitts School Road ES Glen Grove would like to stay at Hickory Ridge. 

Pitts School Road ES FULLY OPPOSE JM ROBINSON FOR OUR HIGH SCHOOL 

Pitts School Road ES 
approve option A only across the board for elementary school, middle school and 
high school 

W R Odell ES 
Would prefer no.  Would like the kids to be in the same system with elementary and 
growing up in the same system. 

W R Odell ES will not send my children there 

W R Odell ES 
We do not want our children going to a school where they are in the minority - 
knowing many less students than the others.  We purchased for Cox Mill. 

W R Odell ES This option is another horrible option. 

W R Odell ES This a better option than A. 

W R Odell ES 
There would be very few from our little part of the community that would be in our 
Elem, Middle and then also move with our kids to High school. Causing a whole new 
start to socializing, school spirit/programs etc. 

W R Odell ES The feeder patterns seem disruptive for a lot of kids. 

W R Odell ES 
The amount of students impacted is higher and the feeder pattern is a big concern.  
Not to mention I will have 2 children in separate highschools 

W R Odell ES 

Taking a small population of students from their classmates and moving them to have 
to rebuild relationships with other classmates at a school that everyone else knew 
each other from middle school seems unfair. These kids have enough stress and now 
you want to add social needs to that stress level. 

W R Odell ES 
Strongly oppose.  Low feeder pattern, transportation issues from families being 
separated and long bus times for our neighborhood. 

W R Odell ES STRONGLY OBJECT.  We will move from district if required to go to NW Cabarrus. 

W R Odell ES Please keep our kids at Cox MIll 

W R Odell ES Please do not move my 2021 daughter. 

W R Odell ES 
Out of the 3 plans... this is the &quot;best&quot; for our neighborhood. It seems like 
more of the Harris Road and Odell students will then all move together to the High 
School and not just a little portion of the students. 

W R Odell ES 
Option B and C for HS has an extremely low feeder pattern % from MS to HS.  This 
would greatly impart the students whose lives would be negatively affected. 

W R Odell ES Opposed 

W R Odell ES Oppose option B 

W R Odell ES Oppose 

W R Odell ES Ok 

W R Odell ES Ok 

W R Odell ES NW Cabarrus was a school we avoided when buying our house 

W R Odell ES 
Not ideal in regards to transportation for student drivers, parents or buses from our 
neighborhood. Lead student familiarity qoth surrounds areas and not as. lose to 
feeder schools. 
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W R Odell ES not consistent with MS feeder patterns 

W R Odell ES Not as close or as convenient. 

W R Odell ES No to Northwest Cabarrus High School 

W R Odell ES NO NW CABARRUS.  Poor education and sports programs. 

W R Odell ES 
It&#39;s not my preference.   It also seems like option C has a clearer dividing line 
along 73. 

W R Odell ES 

It would be a change, our current assignment is Cox Mill this would assign us to 
Northwest. I feel my kids would be moving on to high school with out many 
friends/relationships they have made from K-8. Its hard to start high school, but even 
more so when everything is new! 

W R Odell ES It is OK, why would PB 8 and 68 go to Cox Mill HS? 

W R Odell ES 
It impacts us greatly, as our child is presently in Cox Mill High and taking courses 
that are not offered in Northwest Cabarrus High. 

W R Odell ES I would prefer to stay at Cox Mill, since the Farm had to move in 2012. 

W R Odell ES 
I would like to see an option where children from The Farm are able to attend Cox 
Mill High. 

W R Odell ES 

I strongly oppose. I do not want my child attending Northwest Cabarrus High school. 
Reassigning my child to this school will cause us to need to move again to get to a 
good school and in doing so will also negatively impact the resale value of our home 
because no one wants to go to NW Cabarrus middle or high school. 

W R Odell ES 
I still do not like the fact that are neighborhood is out of where we've always been but 
at least this is more equitable than option A in that many of our surrounding 
neighborhoods come with us elsewhere. 

W R Odell ES 

I really wish you guys would make the north boundary for Cox Mill HS Odell school 
road.We moved into our current location several years ago in order for our kids to go 
to COX mill HS and now we would have to move again due to theses proposed 
changes 

W R Odell ES 

I prefer Option A as my son is currently enrolled at Cox Mill High, and the school 
does offer the advanced courses and clubs that interest his chosen career path. 
Northwest Cabarrus has a very limited offering for his career interest. It will impact 
his career greatly if we are rezoned to North West Cabarrus. 

W R Odell ES I oppose option B 

W R Odell ES 
I do not want my children to be moved.  I specifically purchased a home so they could 
attend Cox Mill, and I do not want them to be split up or have to go to another school. 

W R Odell ES 

I am not in favor of this plan. Moving to NW Cabarrus does not make sense because 
of feeder patterns or because of the difficulty of transportation. Additionally, our 
family does not &quot;live our life&quot; near NW Cabarrus. It would pose a major 
issue to have to travel so far out of our way to attend school events, sporting events, 
etc when we live our life on this far side of Cabarrus county and in Mecklenburg 
county. We live where we live, in Waterford, because it&#39;s on the edge of the 
county as is Cox Mill. This was a very intentional decision for us and most of our 
neighbors and NW Cabarrus makes zero sense. 
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W R Odell ES 

I am NOT in favor of it in any way.We purchased our home for Cox Mill HS. The 
middle and high school were in close proximity not only to our neighborhood but to 
where we live life. We would be supremely disappointed to find out that after 
building and purchasing our home in August 2017 base on boundary lines that it may 
already change for high school. We have a current seventh grade student who had to 
make a new set of friends in sixth grade when he started Harris Road. To spend three 
years with those friends, and then start all over again in ninth grade is a very 
disappointing thought, and one that could potentially force us to move out of 
Cabarrus county. 

W R Odell ES 
horrible. NWHS is too far away from our neighborhood and removes us from our 
community. 

W R Odell ES Great option! 

W R Odell ES 
Do not want this option as stated above we literally just moved into this 
neighborhood bc we were zoned for cox mill high school. would prob lose house 
values and prob end up moving again if zoned otherwise 

W R Odell ES 
Disappointed. We moved to our neighborhood to go to Cox Mill. We just moved 2 
years ago. 

W R Odell ES 
Disappointed. We moved to our neighborhood to go to Cox Mill. We just moved 2 
years ago. 

W R Odell ES 
Definitely opposed to this option!  Option A is what our family and all of the families 
that currently live in Waterford prefer!  The schools that were already in place is why 
a lot of us have moved into this community! 

W R Odell ES 

Definitely not in favor.  Our kids need to stay at CMHS. We are way closer mileage 
wise to CMHS than NWHS.  NWHS is rated lower than CMHS.  There are many other 
neighborhoods that are closer to NWHS.  It makes no sense whatsoever to move us. 
And it also makes no sense that half our road will get to go to CMHS and our 
neighborhood will not.  You're trying to take the easy way out without being logical. 

W R Odell ES 

Concerned about the high school choice for the neighborhood.  We purchased our 
home in the neighborhood due to the schools and the High School.   Many of the 
students that our children go to school with will not be in the same high school with 
them. 

W R Odell ES Charter schools 

W R Odell ES 
Being moved to a school with many more students they have not been with 
previously. 

W R Odell ES 
Because of the distance to our neighborhood and workplace, Northwest Cabarrus HS 
is not favorable. 

W R Odell ES Bad, still excluded my neighborhood. So sad as tax payer hAve to see thsee ch as nges. 

W R Odell ES 

Bad for two reasons: 1) kids that go to the ES and MS will get separated at HS. There 
is something to be said about keeping COMMUNITY and NEIGHBORHOODS 
together. It&#39;s important. 2) The cost to transit kids on those routes will be much 
more MONEY and TIME since the roads are not as direct to the schools. 

W R Odell ES Approve 
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W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Acceptable 
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Attendance Zone: High School Option C Thoughts/Observations 

A T Allen ES 
Using option C will be difficult for my family and children as it has them going to 3 
different schools for ES, MS, HS. This can be difficult transitions and significantly 
impacts travel times, bonding, friendships and learning experiences for our children. 

Cox Mill ES 
Yes, this is the only option that keeps my kids at Cox Mill HS which is practically in 
our front yard. 

Cox Mill ES Want to keep Harris Road and Cox Mill High 

Cox Mill ES This is the second most number fo kids effected by the proposed plans. 

Cox Mill ES 

This is the only option that keeps Twin Creeks (off of Derita Rd) at Cox Mill HS so I 
am strongly in favor of this option.  We are such a small neighborhood and Cox Mill 
HS is practically in our front yard, we can hear the commentary from the football 
games.  We would like to continue to be districted for there. 

Cox Mill ES This is the best option 

Cox Mill ES 
The High School options do not affect me personally so I have not studied them in 
depth. 

Cox Mill ES The area I am concerned about is not affected at the middle school or high schoo level 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook should stay in Cox Mill. 

Cox Mill ES Skybrook is not impacted outside of the elementary schools. 

Cox Mill ES Same as above 

Cox Mill ES Option C makes the most sense for our high school kids. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 
3.3/2.3 miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would 
actually bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are 
further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there 
are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once 
walkways are completed, students could safely walk to cox mill elementary from 
PB10 eliminating the need for school provided transportation. Option C also fails to 
provide major roads as natural boundaries. In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill Elementary and disregards the 
use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C essentially turns PB 10 into an 
island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) 
would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell 
adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, making left 
hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and creates 
traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches (PB 
10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students 
would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, 
particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several 
years ago. 
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Cox Mill ES 

Option C fails in regards to several of the realignment criteria established by the 
committee and is therefor an unfavorable option. Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) is 
currently the neighborhood closest in proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school and is 
located on the same road as the school only 0.3 miles away whereas the proposed 
Odell/primary is located 3.6/2.6 miles away increasing transportation distance by 
3.3/2.3 miles. Busses transporting children to and from Cox Mill Elementary would 
actually bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are 
further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to travel on the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there 
are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity. In addition, once 
walkways are completed, students could safely walk to cox mill elementary from 
PB10 eliminating the need for school provided transportation. Option C also fails to 
provide major roads as natural boundaries. In fact, Option C uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill Elementary and disregards the 
use of major roads or natural boundaries.  Option C essentially turns PB 10 into an 
island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community. Students in Allen Mills subdivision (PB 10) 
would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell 
adding to the current overcrowding at those intersections.  In addition, making left 
hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd as well as Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and creates 
traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Option C switches (PB 
10) from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students 
would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, 
particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several 
years ago. 

Cox Mill ES None 

Cox Mill ES No issue with this option 

Cox Mill ES No impact for Allen Mills 

Cox Mill ES No concerns with High School options. 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES No comments 

Cox Mill ES No Comments 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No comment. 

Cox Mill ES No Comment. 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES NO COMMENT 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 
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Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES No Comment 

Cox Mill ES No comment 

Cox Mill ES no chnage 

Cox Mill ES No changes for us 

Cox Mill ES No change from the currently assigned middle school for my family. 

Cox Mill ES No change for Allen Mills community 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES Neutral 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES NA 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES N/A 

Cox Mill ES 
It splits the Harrisburg Community with the exclusion of Rocky River Crossing.  It 
sets up Harrisburg to become the next town like Matthews NC to try to leave a 
county district. 

Cox Mill ES 
I live in Skybrook community and My oldest daughter attends Cox mill HS and my 
youngest will go there in a year. I would like to keep it that way as we think Is a great 
school and would like to keep it that way 

Cox Mill ES Hood if Cox Mill 

Cox Mill ES havent reviewed it 

Cox Mill ES Good 

Cox Mill ES Approved and no change 

Cox Mill ES Approve. 
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Cox Mill ES Approve it as doesn&#39;t change the current school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve it and there is no change in School Zone. 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve and no change in existing school zone 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Cox Mill ES Approve 

Eszone HSoptCtho 

Harrisburg ES 
Seems the best option - it keeps Route 49 as the dividing line, and Route 24/27 also.   
It will be much better so that buses and parents don&#39;t have to cross it back and 
forth 

Harrisburg ES Approve 

Out of District not impacted 

Patriots ES #NAME? 

Patriots ES 
This is my favorite option. It moves The Mills to Hickory Ridge and reduces 
enrollment do to a manageable level and allows for growth in the area. 

Patriots ES Optional for the Mills at Rocky River. 

Pitts School Road ES 
We oppose this option as it moves our kids from Harrisburg, where they live, into 
Concord for school.  It also moves them away from their Hickory Ridge family that 
was created in middle school. 

Pitts School Road ES 
We moved to this specific neighborhood due to the original assigned schoo ratings. If 
this specific high school was assigned to the neighborhood then we would not have 
moved into it. 

Pitts School Road ES 

We moved to and reside in Harrisburg to attend HICKORY RIDGE MS AND 
HICKORY RIDGE HS.  There would be no logic in making Harrisburg residents 
attend JMRHS in Concord.  There are too many subdivisions in CONCORD that 
could be switched to JMRHS....do not make Harrisburg residents attend high school 
in Concord. 

Pitts School Road ES 

The school rating sucks and it&#39;s known as not being a great school.  Why switch 
us to a poorer school?Parents should have a choice of if you switch to a poorer school 
we can send them to the school you changed us from and we can take care of the 
transportation. Because moving us to a 3 rating school when our current one is 8 is 
not acceptable!  AT ALL. 
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Pitts School Road ES 

Strongly oppose.  Options A, B, AND C keep our neighborhood in the HRMS zone, 
but take us out of the HRHS zone.  It doesn't make sense to us that all 3 options keep 
us in one middle school, but then all 3 options take us out of the high school across 
the street from it.  There isn't even one option that keeps us in the high school.  We 
bought a home intentionally in the Hickory Ridge district and truly it was the only 
one we could find that was under $200k...literally the only one.  Changing our high 
school means moving those who aren't as wealthy, while those who can afford to buy 
on the other side of the tracks get to stay in the high school.  Please don't move the 
lower income families like ours from the high school.  It will hurt our family as well 
as our home values.  We can't afford to take both punches...a change in high schools 
for our children and a decrease in our home value which was already a stretch for us 
to buy.  We'd be upside down.  We've sacrificed so much to 'buy into' the district, but 
had to buy on the 'other side of the tracks' because it was all we could afford.  Please 
don't hurt families like ours who couldn't afford the 300k+ homes.  Our children have 
friends in the school, are active in the school, and are doing so well academically. 

Pitts School Road ES 
OPPOSE! We should not have to attend high school in Concord when we live in 
Harrisburg for that VERY REASON.  We moved to Harrisburg to attend Hickory 
Ridge MS and Hickory Ridge HS IN HARRISBURG. 

Pitts School Road ES 
OPPOSE!  We moved to Harrisburg to attend Harrisburg schools - makes no sense to 
attend JM Robinson in Concord. 

Pitts School Road ES 

OPPOSE 100% - we are in HARRISBURG and attending middle school in 
HARRISBURG.  There is no reason that we should make our kids leave this 
Harrisburg community for high school - it makes NO SENSE and we DO NOT 
APPROVE.  We will not attend JM Robinson HS.  The children living in CONCORD 
should be moved to JM Robinson IN Concord, not the children residing in 
Harrisburg.  It doesn&#39;t even make sense in the least.  OPPOSE. Do not rip these 
kids away from their friends and stable school community between middle and high 
school - high school is HARD ENOUGH with stability, much less leaving all that to 
go to a rival high school. 

Pitts School Road ES OPPOSE 100% 

Pitts School Road ES 
I'd prefer for the current students attending HRHS to graduate from the same school. 
I think the new classes should go to their new assigned schools. 

Pitts School Road ES 
I only selected neutral because if my children cannot stay at Hickory Ridge, I would 
want them at the new high school. 

Pitts School Road ES Highly oppose 

Pitts School Road ES Glen Grove would like to stay at Hickory Ridge. 

Pitts School Road ES FULLY OPPOSE JM ROBINSON FOR OUR HIGH SCHOOL 

Pitts School Road ES 
approve option A only across the board for elementary school, middle school and 
high school 

Pitts School Road ES 

Again, I do not like this Option because we are residents of Harrisburg and wish to 
remain in our town for education, school spirit, local fundraising, and friends. Why 
torture a child for the last 4 years of their schooling career by separating them from 
the bonds they have made with their neighbors for the previous 9 years. 
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W R Odell ES 
Would prefer no.  Would like the kids to be in the same system with elementary and 
growing up in the same system. 

W R Odell ES 
We purchased our home knowing the schools that we were zoned for.  We will not 
send our children to NW Cabarrus HS 

W R Odell ES 
We do not want our children going to a school where they are in the minority - 
knowing many less students than the others.  We purchased for Cox Mill. 

W R Odell ES This seems like the second best option. 

W R Odell ES This seems like the best option of the three. 

W R Odell ES 
This is better than option A.We would like our kids to continue the High school they 
started. 

W R Odell ES 
There would be very few from our little part of the community that would be in our 
Elem, Middle and then also move with our kids to High school. Causing a whole new 
start to socializing, school spirit/programs etc. 

W R Odell ES 

The school scores are drastically lower and the socio-economic demographics 
changes from 15  percent poverty in Middle school to a whopping 46 percent. I 
don&#39;t want this for my children and whoever reads this wouldn&#39;t want it 
for their family either. 

W R Odell ES The feeder patterns seem disruptive for a lot of kids. 

W R Odell ES 
The amount of students impacted is higher and the feeder pattern is a big concern.  
Not to mention I will have 2 children in separate highschools 

W R Odell ES 
Strongly oppose.  Low feeder pattern, transportation issues, negatively affects 
children and their families in our neighborhood. 

W R Odell ES 
STRONGLY OPPOSE - We will move out of district if required to move to NW 
Cabarrus 

W R Odell ES see statement above 

W R Odell ES Same statement as Option B 

W R Odell ES Please Keep our kids at cox mill 

W R Odell ES Please do not move my 2021daughter 

W R Odell ES 
Option B and C would negatively affect our home values as well and disrupt many 
future plans for our families. 

W R Odell ES Opposed 

W R Odell ES Oppose option C 

W R Odell ES Oppose 

W R Odell ES Ok 

W R Odell ES Ok 

W R Odell ES NW Cabarrus was a HS we avoided when buying our home 

W R Odell ES 
Not ideal in regards to transportation for student drivers, parents or buses from our 
neighborhood. Lead student familiarity qoth surrounds areas and not as. lose to 
feeder schools. 

W R Odell ES not consistent with HS feeder patterns 

W R Odell ES Not as close or as convenient. 

W R Odell ES No to Northwast Cabarrus High School. 

W R Odell ES NO NW CABARRUS. 
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W R Odell ES Lake norman charter 

W R Odell ES 

It would be a change, our current assignment is Cox Mill this would assign us to 
Northwest. I feel my kids would be moving on to high school with out many 
friends/relationships they have made from K-8. Its hard to start high school, but even 
more so when everything is new! 

W R Odell ES 
It impacts us greatly, as our child is presently in Cox Mill High and taking courses 
that are not offered in Northwest Cabarrus High. 

W R Odell ES I would prefer to stay at Cox Mill, since the Farm had to move in 2012. 

W R Odell ES 
I would like to see an option where children from The Farm are able to attend Cox 
Mill High. 

W R Odell ES 

I strongly oppose. I do not want my child attending Northwest Cabarrus High 
school. Reassigning my child to this school will cause us to need to move again to get 
to a good school and in doing so will also negatively impact the resale value of our 
home because no one wants to go to NW Cabarrus middle or high school. 

W R Odell ES 

I really wish you guys would make the north boundary for Cox Mill HS Odell school 
road.We moved into our current location several years ago in order for our kids to go 
to COX mill HS and now we would have to move again due to theses proposed 
changes 

W R Odell ES 

I prefer Option A as my son is currently enrolled at Cox Mill High, and the school 
does offer the advanced courses and clubs that interest his chosen career path. 
Northwest Cabarrus has a very limited offering for his career interest. It will impact 
his career greatly if we are rezoned to North West Cabarrus. 

W R Odell ES I oppose Option C 

W R Odell ES 
I don't really have a choice as no matter what my children will end up not going to 
CMHS. 

W R Odell ES 
I don&#39;t agree, bad idea. Should pick other neighborhood. Take turn that would 
be fair game. 

W R Odell ES 
I do not want my children to be moved.  I specifically purchased a home so they 
could attend Cox Mill, and I do not want them to be split up or have to go to another 
school. 

W R Odell ES 

I am not in favor of this plan. Moving to NW Cabarrus does not make sense because 
of feeder patterns or because of the difficulty of transportation. Additionally, our 
family does not &quot;live our life&quot; near NW Cabarrus. It would pose a major 
issue to have to travel so far out of our way to attend school events, sporting events, 
etc when we live our life on this far side of Cabarrus county and in Mecklenburg 
county. We live where we live, in Waterford, because it&#39;s on the edge of the 
county as is Cox Mill. This was a very intentional decision for us and most of our 
neighbors and NW Cabarrus makes zero sense. 
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W R Odell ES 

I am NOT in favor of it. We purchased our home for Cox Mill HS. The middle and 
high school were in close proximity not only to our neighborhood but to where we 
live life. We would be supremely disappointed to find out that after building and 
purchasing our home in August 2017 base on boundary lines that it may already 
change for high school. We have a current seventh grade student who had to make a 
new set of friends in sixth grade when he started Harris Road. To spend three years 
with those friends, and then start all over again in ninth grade is a very disappointing 
thought, and one that could potentially force us to move out of Cabarrus county. 

W R Odell ES 
horrible. NWHS is too far away from our neighborhood and removes us from our 
community. 

W R Odell ES Great option! 

W R Odell ES 
Do not like my children being put into a school where they do not know the majority 
of the other kids. We bought our house for the schools. 

W R Odell ES 
Disappointed. We moved to our neighborhood to go to Cox Mill. We just moved 2 
years ago. 

W R Odell ES 
Disappointed. We moved to our neighborhood to go to Cox Mill. We just moved 2 
years ago. 

W R Odell ES 
Definitely opposed to this option!  Option A is what our family and all of the families 
that currently live in Waterford prefer!  The schools that were already in place is why 
a lot of us have moved into this community! 

W R Odell ES 

Definitely not in favor.  Our kids need to stay at CMHS. We are way closer mileage 
wise to CMHS than NWHS.  NWHS is rated lower than CMHS.  There are many 
other neighborhoods that are closer to NWHS.  It makes no sense whatsoever to 
move us. And it also makes no sense that half our road will get to go to CMHS and 
our neighborhood will not.  You're trying to take the easy way out without being 
logical. 

W R Odell ES 

Concerned about the high school choice for the neighborhood.  We purchased our 
home in the neighborhood due to the schools and the High School.   Many of the 
students that our children go to school with will not be in the same high school with 
them. 

W R Odell ES 
Better than A but not as good as B. Our neighborhood is not singled out as in A but 
there's not as many neighborhoods coming with us as in B 

W R Odell ES 
Because of the distance to our neighborhood and workplace, Northwest Cabarrus HS 
is not favorable. 

W R Odell ES 

Bad for two reasons: 1) kids that go to the ES and MS will get separated at HS. There 
is something to be said about keeping COMMUNITY and NEIGHBORHOODS 
together. It&#39;s important. 2) The cost to transit kids on those routes will be much 
more MONEY and TIME since the roads are not as direct to the schools. 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES Approve 

W R Odell ES 
Another losing option.... However our conerns now are on elementary and middle 
school. 
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W R Odell ES 

Again I&#39;m not sure why they are being routed to a school that most of their 
elementary/middle school friends won&#39;t be attending. It makes them the 
&quot;NEW KID&quot; again. It needs to be taking more of Harris Road students 
and Odell students to make the transition fair. 

W R Odell ES Acceptable 
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